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DONOVAN ANTONIO WASHINGTON
Identifying The Obstacles O f Racial Inclusivity At Bethany Seventh-day Adventist 
Church, A Historically African American Congregation 
Under the direction of DR. DANIEL VESTAL

Race relations within Christianity are equally heated and taboo in our current 

context. The worship hour in the United States, but particularly in the southern states, is 

noticeably segregated. Several aspects o f American life has embraced the notion of 

integration and inclusivity. Ironically the church, and all its pronouncements o f high 

ideas and moral imperatives, has not fully embraced the biblical mandate o f racial 

inclusivity. This is not a new problem, but it is a painfully obvious eyesore that needs 

serious attention.

This project thesis seeks to give historical perspective on how we arrived at this 

divided state. There exists a general ignorance as to why we have racially homogeneous 

churches. The surface assumption is black people don’t like white people and white 

people don’t like black people. This project shows that our current reality o f race 

relations has a traceable path that goes all the way back to slavery.

This project also identifies the obstacles to achieving the utopia o f racial 

inclusivity at a historically African American church. Embedded problems and 

roadblocks exist at Bethany and many African American churches that make inclusivity 

next to impossible. Some o f these obstacles are legitimate concerns and some have to do 

with temperament. The research and the surveys used in this project reveal real emotion 

about inclusivity o f white people in a black church. The information gathered makes it 

clear there is much work to do. Knowing the obstacles fortunately illuminates a pathway 

for churches to bridge the racial divide.
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction and Background 

Terry Wilson glared at the leadership table as if  everyone seated had committed a 

crime against her. I had no idea what was about to come out o f her mouth, nevertheless I 

did know it would be uncomfortable. We were all gathered at our annual leadership 

retreat. This is where I, as pastor, would gather all the elected leaders o f our church for 

visioning and planning. Our church holds officer elections every two years, so this was a 

brand new group. I had arrived as pastor only two years earlier, ready to catapult the 

church to the next level. We had a successful start to my tenure. The church was moving 

along well. While churches o f other ethnicities and geographic regions are suffering with 

a steep decline in membership, southern African American churches o f all denominations 

are still thriving. Though our church is not in decline, I had a heavy burden that we had 

no active concern for white people or white evangelism. This concern soon became a hot 

topic at this meeting. I was about to propose changing the racial and cultural composition 

o f our church. We would never be the same.

I asked a question I did not truly think out: “What would it look like and what 

would we have to change if  fifty white people joined our church next week?” I paused 

and waited for response. The intention o f my question was to spur thought. I was eager 

and optimistic for the responses. I had no idea o f the unspoken implications. I noticed

1
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Terry’s glare. Tension filled the room. My smile slowly began to change to a concerned 

grimace.

Terry finally yelled out by saying, “Why do we want white people at our church, 

and why would we have to change?” All heads turned to me. I saw looks o f disgust, hurt, 

and confusion. Please understand, this was not directed at white people. Our church is a 

warm loving church that welcomes all people. In hindsight, it was a naive question for 

two reasons. First o f all it was interpreted as if  I was not content being the pastor o f a 

historically African American church. Some in the black community resent the idea that 

stores, neighborhoods, and schools are made better by the presence o f white people. In 

dozens o f cities gentrification is a sore spot in black communities. Most segregations 

laws were based on the flawed notion that “white is right.”

Secondly, I did not take into consideration the great pride my church has in being 

a historically African American church. This is not a segregationist notion; it is a pride o f 

survival notion. An identity exists in the black church that is forged from fire and pain. 

Not long ago, going into a black church meant you were risking your life. To survive that 

type o f oppression and thrive as an ethnic community, we developed a strong sense o f 

identity that may dissolve when the ethnic makeup is diluted.

I apologized profusely to everyone in the room. I tenderly explained what I 

meant. I realized then that this would be the center o f my doctoral studies. I knew 

instantly that a box had been opened that would require research, great care, and honest 

discussion. There are barriers to racial inclusivity, in the historically African American 

church, that have nothing to do with hatred o f white people, but rather the scars left
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behind by racism. These scars are ever present and never really go away. When an 

individual suggests that blacks should just get over slavery or the injustices during the 

civil rights movement it downplays the effects these traumatic experiences have had on 

the psyche.

The pursuit o f racial inclusivity in church is a noble goal. For centuries there have 

been trailblazing individuals who have sought racial harmony in the walls o f the church. 

This quest is extremely difficult. White flight, church division, unrest, and 

denominational splits have been the most common causes o f racial divides. The natural 

tendency is to ignore the unintended consequences of bringing races together. No one 

argues if  the goal is worthy, but everyone ignores that the process may be extremely 

uncomfortable for legitimate and illegitimate reasons. Soong-Chan Rah says, “The first 

step toward cultural intelligence and competency for the church is an examination of 

what preconceived ideas we may harbor, and then developing a biblical-theological 

understanding of culture.”1 Many in the black church enjoy the unique culture o f black 

traditions and norms and see no reason to accommodate other races. The fear is that 

inclusivity will change the essence of the black church.

Unfortunately, the Christian church had a large role to play in the subjugation of 

black people. During slavery, black slaves experienced roadblocks from worshipping 

with their masters. Post slavery, former slaves were placed in balconies, sectioned off 

areas, and the backs o f churches. Eventually, blacks began to demand full acceptance.

1 Soong-Chan Rah, Many Colors: Cultural Intelligence fo r  a Changing Church 
(Chicago: Moody Publishers, 2010), 21.
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Many courageously chose to start their versions o f denominations. These acts proved to 

be the genesis o f the historical black church.

The black church proved to be a significant haven and cauldron o f influence 

during the most difficult times in black history. Churches were staging grounds for 

marches, triages for beaten and bloodied protestors, and powerful platforms for preachers 

to deliver fiery messages o f civil defiance. The black church also provided dignity and a 

sense o f belonging to the disenfranchised.

The Bethany Seventh-day Adventist Church has been in existence for one 

hundred years. In 1910, the church blossomed under the leadership o f Elder John 

Williams. The first gathering was in a Masonic Temple on Fourth Avenue in Macon, 

Georgia. John Williams was a white man, as white men led most black Seventh-day 

Adventist churches in the South. It was not until 1945 that black conferences were 

established and the South Atlantic Conference o f Seventh-day Adventist was bom. A 

conference is a group o f churches in a geographic region that pool financial resources.

Bethany was part o f a black conference led by black clergy in one o f the most 

racist cities in the south. The South Atlantic Conference o f Seventh-day Adventist 

consists o f the states North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia. Members in the 

territory endured threats, police brutality, the tyranny o f the KKK, and civil rights 

offences. The church had to relocate seven times during the sixties due to bomb threats 

and vandalism. Through it, all the clergy and membership were active in the civil rights 

movement and the uplifting o f black people in the community.
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Bethany and the black church, in general, retain considerable significance in 

communities o f color. The civil rights movement has ended but the scars and shadows o f 

that difficult time remain. These scars do not exist in the white church. They have 

different reasons to run from inclusivity. Black churches burst with individuals who had 

to sit at the back o f the bus, drink at different water fountains, and have had water hoses 

trained on them during marches. These individuals, like Terry in my opening story, may 

have a hard time seeing white people integrated into something that is not only sacred but 

theirs. My project identifies the obstacles to racial inclusivity in a historically black 

church.

Definitions

Racial inclusivity is defined for this project as a commitment to building cross- 

cultural relationships o f forgiveness, repentance, love and hope that result in including 

whites into the weekly life of the Bethany SDA church. Inclusivity, for this project, does 

not expand to other races because the Bethany Seventh-day Adventist church has always 

included other races. There are no issues to inclusivity to Hispanics, Asians, West 

Indians, Native Americans, or people o f Middle Eastern descent. While we are a 

predominately African American church, other minority groups are part o f our 

fellowship. The weekly life of all minorities includes all leadership positions, liturgy, 

worship services, and church board.

Racism is defined for this project as prejudice against a racial minority group plus 

the power to oppress said minority group. The definition o f "prejudice plus power" was 

first used in 1970 by Pat Bidol, a current adjunct professor at American University and
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popularized by Judith H. Katz in her 1978 book, White Awareness: Handbook fo r  Anti- 

Racism Training. Judith Katz says, “It is important to push for the understanding that 

racism is 'prejudice plus power' and therefore people o f color cannot be racist against 

whites in the United States. People o f color can be prejudiced against whites but clearly 

do not have the power as a group to enforce that prejudice.”2 Slavery was the ultimate 

form of racism because slave masters claimed the power of ownership over another 

human being. W.E.B. Dubois said, “The race problem will be solved when human beings 

learn to apply in dealings with their fellows the simple principles o f the Golden Rule.”3 

Racism against former slaves was so strong that they had no choice but to seek their own 

denominations to get to God. That very racism has left scars on present day minorities. 

The racial composition o f churches and apprehension to inclusivity is directly connected 

to racism of the past.

The historical African American church was birthed out o f dissatisfaction with 

white church leaders. Like America proclaiming independence from the tyranny of 

England, the black church sought independence and freedom of worship. Eric Lincoln 

and Lawrence Mamiya write about this fact and the origins o f the African American 

church. They state: “The first independent black Baptist congregations were organized in 

the last half o f the eighteenth century at a time when the American colonies and black

2 Racism definition online: http://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Prejudice_plus_power 
(accessed January 1,2017).

3 Alton B. Pollard and Love Henry Whelchel, eds., How Long this Road: Race, 
Religion, and the Legacy o f  C. Eric Lincoln (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004), 22.

http://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Prejudice_plus_power


Methodist alike were issuing their respective declarations o f independence.”4 The revolts 

would later produce organizing meetings, conventions, and eventually black 

denominations. Since black people were unwanted by the white church, they sought to 

have their own church structure and birthed the historically African American church.

Problem

How does a historically African American church contend with the perceived loss 

o f identity, comfort, and purpose due to the biblical pursuit o f racial inclusivity? There is 

tension between understanding the biblical imperative o f inclusive race relations and the 

importance of cultural value among ethnic groups. Racial inclusivity could produce a 

change in church demographics. A change in the racial composition o f the church may 

rob the church of its unique place in the black community. The black church experience 

is cherished and historic. The problem is how to manage the trauma of the loss o f cultural 

relevance, while being faithful to biblical themes o f inclusivity.

Hypothesis

The hypothesis for this study is that the surveys and focus groups will reveal 

serious racial trauma in the historically African American church known as Bethany 

Seventh-day Adventist church. This trauma will be the source o f obstacles to including 

white people into the life, leadership, liturgy, and fellowship o f the church. Until these 

obstacles are addressed, there can be no invitation to reconciliation o f inclusivity.

Methodology

4 C. Eric Lincoln and Lawrence H. Mamiya, The Black Church and the African 
American Experience (Durham/London: Duke University Press, 2010), 20.
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The project will be a qualitative study taking place solely at the Bethany Seventh- 

day Adventist church. I will conduct a five-night teaching series on racial inclusiveness 

and reconciliation entitled “Heaven will not be segregated.” I will ask for volunteers from 

various age groups to participate through the entire series. The request will be repeated 

for two weeks after our weekly church service. I will use surveys during the series for 

feedback on the content. The surveys will be qualitative instruments that will serve as my 

primary tool. I will also use focus groups to ask specific questions on race relations and 

scenarios. This will allow me to gather candid reactions. I will personally conduct the 

focus groups. I will use church ushers to pass out the surveys after every presentation. I 

will then solely collect the surveys at the exit to give confidence only my eyes will see 

them.

The overall population o f my church is about three hundred members. My goal is 

to survey at least twenty percent o f the church, aiming for about sixty members. The race 

o f the participants will be black, and black mixed with Hispanic. This will be a voluntary 

process. The focus group information will be audio recorded by me. I have secured a safe 

where all information will be stored. I will transcribe pertinent information from the tapes 

by question, response, and age of the participant. This data will give detailed information 

on raw feelings o f inclusivity, racism, feelings about our church, and race identity. I 

primarily want to discover any obstacles to inclusivity.

Goals

1. To explain how historically African American churches came into existence and 
expound on their unique relationship with black people.

2. To demonstrate that racial inclusivity within a congregation has a biblical and 
theological mandate.
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3. To compile the uncensored feelings and fears o f church members in efforts to 
becoming racially inclusive.

4. To suggest some specific actions that would move Bethany SDA Church to racial 
inclusiveness

Research Questions

1. How much is worship style, preaching style, organizational structure, and mission 
initiative o f Bethany SDA church informed by race?

2. What are the lingering effects o f historical trauma and racism in society on 
Bethany SDA church?

3. What obstacles exist within Bethany SDA church in becoming racially inclusive?

Limitations and Assumptions 

The primary limitation will be participant’s reluctance to give true feelings about 

race relations. Race is a touchy subject in America. Many Christian African Americans 

have learned the politically correct posture o f not sharing their true feelings about racism 

and the dominant white culture. I fear I will not get raw, uncensored, feelings because 

some will be reluctant to expose that side o f themselves to their pastor. Through a 

structured series and personal assurances, I am confident I can overcome this reluctance.

I assume the church wants to have racial inclusivity, but on a limited, “on their 

terms,” basis. I assume the problems with inclusiveness center mainly in leadership and 

the worship service. I assume my church will resist what they will perceive as white 

takeover. In other words, the membership will be fine with white people joining, but not 

leading. In addition, I assume that Bethany wants to preserve a traditionally black service. 

Whites can be included, as long as it does not change the celebrated tenets o f black
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worship like spirituals, call and response, and a celebratory atmosphere. All o f our 

participants will be current members o f the Bethany Seventh-day Adventist church.

Significance

This is a significant study because it paves the way for honest dialogue on the

homogenous nature o f the majority o f our churches. The study will challenge the reader

to look deeper into the liturgy, language, customs and services o f our church to see if

comfort zones are indeed the will o f God. Rah shows the importance o f stories by saying

“in a learning conversation, we move toward how we can become a better 
community together. We need the high value o f love in forming a multiethnic 
community.”5

This study will also show that segregated churches are not in that state by chance. 

My teaching series will give the history o f church segregation. Through feedback forms, I 

will encourage individuals to share their experience with the white church, their own 

church, and how their preferences were formed. Black people did not ask to be separated 

by whites. There are valid historical and cultural reasons the 11 o’clock hour is the most 

segregated hour in America. There are also insidious and racist reasons for the 

segregation. My project will expose the elephant in the room. White rich culture-is 

spoken o f by its constituents as if  it is the only culture. Rah affirms this by saying “the 

belief in a hierarchy o f culture usually results in a bias toward Western and European 

culture, understood as being higher and better than non-Westem expressions.”6

5 Rah, Many Colors: Cultural Intelligence fo r  a Changing Church, 136.

6 Ibid., 22.
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Finally, this project will assist churches in having serious discussion on why their 

services are not more inclusive. I plan to formulate my findings into a resource book that 

other churches can use to replicate my process. Talking through obstacles opens the door 

for God to do amazing things. Rah explains, “most o f our understanding o f culture 

develops on the ground. Cultural intelligence requires knowledge about our own cultural 

framework and the immediacy of our cultural framework.”7 The knowledge o f my 

framework shaped my awareness o f culture. These discussions will give churches the 

impetus to plan “what’s next.” This study demands follow up. Exposing the obstacles 

should inspire my church to find a way over them. My conclusions in the final chapter 

will include insights and suggestions on how churches can power through obstacles 

toward racial inclusivity.

This study is a new and unique approach for the topic o f race relations. Libraries 

are filled with books dealing with the racial divide. Academia is not bereft o f books and 

papers dealing with the history o f Africans painful insertion into the Americas. In the past 

twenty years more and more books have been written about how churches can come 

together in pursuit o f multiculturalism.

This study is unique for two reasons. First o f all I am researching the obstacles to 

inclusivity strictly from the African American point o f view. Often when roadblocks to 

progress are discussed, it is from the point o f view of the oppressor. What did white 

people do to make this more difficult for black people? This study is mined from the

7 Ibid., 84.
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black perspective. I am challenging my church to expose their difficulties, fears, and 

hesitation in welcoming white people to the fold.

Secondly, the unique nature o f this study is the revelation that there are legitimate 

reasons for our segregated worship hours. The Bethany Seventh-day Adventist Church 

does not bar or exclude white people intentionally. Though our church has a nearly 100% 

black congregation, this is not maintained through hatred or racist polity. The study 

reveals real and non-racist obstacles to multiculturalism from the black perspective. It is 

arrogant and lazy to suggest a black church is all black because they do not like white 

people.



CHAPTER TWO 

Biblical Foundation o f Racial Inclusivity 

Matthew’s gospel ends with Jesus proclaiming to the eleven remaining disciples, 

“Therefore go and make disciples o f all nations... . And surely I am with you always 

even unto the end o f the age.”8 This passage shouts that the good news about Jesus being 

alive was not only to be shared everywhere, but also to everyone. While the movement 

began as a small band o f Jewish men, Jesus wanted the gospel to be inclusive to those 

outside o f His native faith. The word “nations” clearly implies the disciples would travel 

out o f Judean boundaries and preach in places foreign to their culture.

Culture clutches to our psyche with a firm grip. The tendencies, habits, and 

practices o f one’s cultural group have a strong influence on identity. In the book o f Acts, 

a vision from God to Peter illustrates how the early Christian community struggled with 

reconciling the great commission with the pull of cultural identity. After God shows Peter 

a sheet filled with unclean animals, God then asks him to kill and eat the animals. Jewish 

culture forbids the eating o f such animals to the point o f labeling it an abomination. Peter 

expresses his cultural angst to God by saying: “Not so, Lord; for 1 have never eaten 

anything that is common or unclean.”9 God uses Peter’s own words to teach a lesson that 

had nothing to do with food, but rather Peter’s reluctance to share the gospel with

8 Matt 28:19-20. All scripture references are from the King James Version unless 
otherwise noted.

9 Acts 10:14.

13
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individuals outside o f Jewish culture. Peter’s eyes opened, realizing that this message 

must go beyond his cultural norm: “Then Peter opened his mouth, and said, o f a truth I 

perceive that God is no respecter o f persons.”10 God was moving leaders to racial 

inclusivity.

Paul was an example o f this new movement toward inclusivity. Paul walked in 

both worlds. He was a Jew with Roman citizenship. Paul worked tirelessly to mend the 

fence between the historical Jewish faith and new converts better known as Gentiles.

Eung Chun Park gives insight on Paul’s attempts to mend fences and inclusivity. Park 

says, “The collection project for the Jerusalem church is a symbol o f Paul’s attempt at 

reconciliation. It constitutes another phase o f his struggle for inclusivity.”11 God placed a 

burden on Paul that the church should be composed o f both Jew and Gentile.

Theology o f Racial Inclusivity 

God desires the redemption o f humankind from the fallen state. This desire is 

bom out o f love.12 That love touches us through the unified love o f the triune God. When 

Christ was on Earth, it was His desire to show what love looked like. It is important to 

note Christ’s dying wish was that humankind would be one: “Neither pray I for these 

alone, but for them also which shall believe on me through their word; that they may be 

one.”13 Jesus makes it clear He is not speaking of merely His Jewish disciples, but even

10 Acts 10:34.

11 Eung Chun Park, Paul’s Unfolding Theolog)> o f  Inclusivity (Louisville:
Westminster John Knox Press, 2003), 78.

12 John 3:16.

13 John 17:20-21.
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those who would join the fold from preaching the gospel. People from all nations can 

share in this oneness. The gospel explodes with the power o f racial inclusivity. Alan 

Culpepper writes, “A brief survey o f Jesus’ relationship to various social groups in the 

gospel readily documents the dynamic o f a radical social inclusivism in the gospel.”14 

Jesus presents himself as an agent o f inclusivity.

God invites us to live in eternity free o f segregation. Revelation portrays an 

eschatological snapshot o f heaven. John sees this amazing picture and says, “After this I 

beheld, and lo, a great multitude, which no man can number, o f nations, and kindreds, 

and people, and tongues, stood before the throne, and before the Lamb, clothed with 

white robes, and palms in their hands.”15 The new earth will have a new culture. John 

saw physical differences. How else would he be able to differentiate tribes and nations? 

Despite the division, animosity and cultural frustrations were gone. God will put an end 

to divisions over race and culture. The new earth will be a place o f inclusivity.

Ephesians depicts stunning imagery on God’s views o f reconciliation and 

inclusivity. These principles were foremost in the plan of salvation. Look at the wording 

in these two verses from chapter two: “And that he might reconcile both unto God in one 

body by the cross, having slain the enmity thereby” and “Now, therefore, ye are no more 

strangers and foreigners, but fellow citizens with the saints, and of the household o f 

God.”16 The book also speaks o f a new community in Christ. Paul writes to the church in

14 John Painter, R. Alan Culpepper, and Fernando F. Segovia, eds., Word, Theology, 
and Community in John (St. Louis: Chalice Press, 2002), 90.

15 Rev 7:9.

16 Eph 2:16, 19.
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Ephesus and encourages them to unite under “one body, and one S p irit.. .one Lord, one 

faith, one baptism, one God and Father o f all.”17 The implication is that in Christ we no 

longer are merely citizens to our indigenous tribes and communities. In Christ we are part 

o f a new “beloved community” that unites by the Spirit o f the Lord. Park says, “Paul’s 

unfolding theology o f inclusivity still has much to contribute to our effort to remain 

faithful as Christians and at the same time become good citizens o f the global village who 

are willing and able to see essential authenticity in others.”18 We must be people who are 

willing to see Christ in others, even if  it is outside our comfort zone.

Historical Considerations 

Africans have an unparalleled experience in being displaced from their homeland 

and brought to America. James Melvin Washington highlights this by explaining, 

“African-Americans in the Western Hemisphere represented the first sustained blending 

o f African ethnic groups to occur in the history o f African people. The magnitude of this 

development was enormous, especially when we recall that Africans speak more than 

1500 distinct languages, not dialects.”19 It is a miracle that so many Africans survived. It 

is even more astounding that despite this devastating geographical and cultural 

displacement, people o f African descent have thrived and adjusted in their adopted home.

Through it all, slaves still carved out their own niche within American 

Christianity. Slaves sang spirituals from the shacks o f the plantation. These songs would

17 Eph 4:4-6.

18 Park, Paul’s Unfolding Theology o f  Inclusivity, 80.

19 James Melvin Washington, Frustrated Fellowship (Macon: Mercer University 
Press, 2004), 198.
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ring out in the night air with pain and passion. They were separate and unequal, yet they

felt they had a place with the eternal God. Messages about freedom and deliverance

struck a real note with the slave because if  it happened to Moses, it could happen to them.

Through slavery, the roots o f two separate churches took hold. Today, church

services are very segregated. This reality is a child o f slavery. Differences in worship

style, song choice, liturgy, preaching style, and theological themes began with the

segregated Christianity o f slavery. It is also evident that the events following slavery,

namely Jim Crow and the civil rights movement, had a profound effect on the lack of

inclusivity in our worship services today. Reconciliation cannot take place until

Christianity acknowledges and understands these stones have caused consequential

ripples. Lawrence Neale Jones writes:

The romance o f African Americans with the Christian faith has been a bittersweet 
one, but a romance nonetheless. They have learned by their relationships with 
white folks...that God’s relationships with persons are such that they always fall 
short o f God’s glory, and that it is not the faith but those who profess it who 
besmirch the seamless robe o f God’s love.20

Black people flock to safety. There has been so much disrespect, hatred, and vitriol from

white people over the years, African Americans see inclusivity as a risk rather than a

goal.

Once slavery ended, African Americans came to the harsh conclusion that it 

ended in name only. Slavery was over, but the conditions were just as bad, if  not worse, 

for most emancipated slaves. “Regardless o f social status, political views, or religious 

beliefs, blacks—North and South— were faced at the end of 1868 with abundant evidence

20 Lawrence Neale Jones, African Americans and the Christian Churches (Cleveland: 
The Pilgrim Press, 2007), 264.
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that emancipation as more a military enactment than a political reality.”21 Emancipation 

robbed the south o f its economic engine. It gave a strategic edge to the north militarily. It 

sparked a migration o f slaves from southern hotbeds of slavery to the great Northern 

cities. It instantly provided the union army with thousands o f motivated solders. What it 

did not do was free the slaves. Slaves were hunted, treated like second-class citizens, 

denied property, and denied entrance into organized worship; all after the emancipation 

proclamation was published and proclaimed.

In the south, and in some places in the north, there was a blatant refusal to 

acknowledge blacks as people. They were categorized as dogs, monkeys, or vermin, but 

never people. The civilized society kept blacks out o f normal everyday life primarily with 

violence and threats. Everyone was slow to embrace a society where slavery was illegal. 

Alton Pollard and Love Whelchel state, “White American society as a whole saw blacks 

as lazy, insolent, libidinous, ignorant, irresponsible, uncultured, criminal, and in the final 

analysis, irredeemable.”22 Unfortunately, these attitudes filtered their way into the church 

houses. African Americans were not trusted with leadership positions or real authority. 

Lawrence Neale Jones says, “While these African churches as they referred to themselves 

were supervised by whites, their members supported the ministry programs and in many 

instances were owners o f the church building.”23 The message was you can own your

21 Washington, Frustrated Fellowship, 113.

22 Pollard and Whelchel, How Long This Road, 106.

23 Jones, African Americans and Christian Churches, 127.
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building and fund your ministries but you are not smart enough to oversee the operation. 

Real authority was only for the white man.

After years o f neglect, black people began to start their own worship houses and 

eventually their own denominations. Lawrence Neale Jones documents, “The general 

culture prohibited the development o f African institutions without the presence and 

control o f whites. Organized black denominations did not emerge in the south until after 

slavery was abolished in 1865.”24 Many o f these new black denominations sprouted in 

the north, but still with opposition. Blacks found out quickly whites were more than 

happy with offering separate worship services as long as the money kept flowing in from 

former slaves. Black denominations threatened the balance o f religious power because 

blacks were no longer under whites to get to God.

In addition, a separate and distinct worship style emerged among former slaves 

that white parishioners deemed unnatural and uncivilized. There is a tenor and 

desperation that comes from a former slave in worship that would be hard for some to 

understand. Those who have never felt the whip or the bite o f a dog find it difficult to 

understand the celebration o f freedom. The establishment o f black churches and 

denominations provided blacks several things. The new denominations gave them the 

dignity o f ownership. Their own churches gave them a place of understanding and 

acceptance. Finally, blacks now had a place for their unique language and songs. As time 

passed, it gave them something powerful and sharp. The black church eventually turned 

into an engine for action and a home base for the civil rights movement.

24 Ibid., 3.
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The Civil Rights Era and Race Relations 

Racism exists among every ethnicity on Earth. In America, and for the sake o f 

this project, the focus is between black and white people. In the book, Divided by Faith, 

the author shares:

When we speak o f the racialized society, we mean primarily the black white 
divide (or in some cases, the black nonblack divide). This is not to suggest that 
other races and ethnicities in the United States do not matter, only that the gulf 
between American blacks and whites is generally vaster and the history longer in 
comparison to others.25

The gulf between whites and blacks is deep and wide. This was never more apparent than

during the civil rights struggle.

The world was going through a major shift in the 1950’s and 60’s. The Vietnam

War was an issue o f contention. The politics o f Richard Nixon and the Kennedys clashed

in public forums. Most importantly, civil unrest broke out over the rights o f African

Americans. The civil rights movement was one o f the most consequential demonstrations

o f the power o f the people that the world had seen. Emerson and Smith point out: “By

1955 the problems of race and the racial hierarchy had not disappeared at all. The forms

had changed to be sure, but not so ever present were the problems that major social

movements and upheavals resulted.”26 The world was at its tipping point. Churches, and

even mosques, all over the south were planning marches, sit-ins, violent and nonviolent

demonstrations. Years after emancipation black people had become fed up with being

25 Emerson and Smith, Divided by Faith, 11.

26 Ibid., 9.
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second-hand citizens in society. The institutions they had set up, churches and 

denominations would now provide the platform and gravitas for the work o f civil rights.

By this point in history, white churches and black churches had a different 

perspective theologically. White churches focused on the goodness o f God and the 

wonders o f God’s creation. Social ills and issues mainly centered on problems in other 

countries. For white America, the United States was a great oasis o f opportunity that 

needed to be exported to other countries. White missionaries were sent everywhere to 

share Jesus and show love. This love was not given to black Americans. The black 

experience was different.

America was a great nation, but it was a nation that was at war with black 

America’s very existence. The themes of worship in black churches connected with the 

Moses story directly with promises o f deliverance and restoration. The same God that 

delivered Moses would deliver black people. Jesus was persecuted, so He was in touch 

with what black people were experiencing. The authors o f How Long This Road state: 

“White theologians reflected on the meaning of God’s presence in the world from the 

time o f the exodus o f Israelite slaves out o f Egypt to the civil rights revolution o f the 

1950’s and 60’s and never once made a sustained theological connection between these 

two events. The black experience was theologically meaningless to them.”27 The civil 

rights movement was powered by the idea that this is o f God. The marching, songs, 

peaceful protest, and civil disobedience were grounded in theology more than strategy.

27 Pollard and Welchel, How Long This Road: Race, Religion, and the Legacy o f  C. 
Eric Lincoln, 122.
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Martin Luther King, Jr. was a master o f connecting theology to the struggle. He

symbolized the shift in black churches. It was important to talk about heaven and a better

day, but that had to be connected to the present plight o f the black person in America.

Civil rights were seen as God given rights. One author says: “But theology can never be

true to itself in America without engaging blackness, encountering its complex, and

multilayered meaning.”28 Most whites and even some blacks resented King in the

beginning because they felt as if  this discourse o f protest was not appropriate for church.

Look at how he deftly combines black liberation with theology in his last speak before

his death, I’ve been to the mountaintop:

Well I don’t know what will happen now. W e’ve got some difficult days ahead. 
But it really doesn’t matter with me now. Because I’ve been to the mountaintop. 
And I don’t mind. Like anybody, I would like to live a long life. Longevity has its 
place. But I’m not concerned about that now. I just want to do God’s will. And 
He’s allowed me to go up to the mountain. And I’ve looked over. And I’ve seen 
the promised land. I may not get there with you. But I want you to know tonight, 
that we, as a people, will get to the promised land! So I’m happy tonight. I’m not 
worried about anything. I’m not fearing any man. Mine eyes have seen the glory 
o f the coming o f the Lord.29

If not for church there would be no dignity for blacks in other institutions. The 

black church morphed into a place o f refuge and empowerment that was completely 

foreign to the white church. Lawrence Neale Jones puts it this way by saying: “The 

failure o f the churches in the early 19th century to become truly pluralistic communities 

o f believers in which there was neither Jew nor gentile, white nor black, made separate

28 Ibid., 130.

29 Catherine Ellis and Stephen Drury, Say It Plain (New York: The New Press 2005),
86.
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congregations inevitable if not necessary for the self-respect o f blacks.”30 Because blacks 

were excluded from being a part o f mainstream Christianity, they had no choice but to 

develop their own.

The need for reconciliation stems from one group not wanting anything to do with 

another group. Many modem day people incorrectly think that separate and segregated 

churches are two different groups who just wanted their own way. That could not be 

further from the truth. In this saga there was the prey and the predator, the deer and the 

lion. There was cause and effect. Reconciliation is best accomplished by acknowledging 

the truth about black white relations.

There were many positive changes that took place for blacks during the civil 

rights era. Schools were integrated, restaurants and stores were banned from 

discriminating, and blacks could finally vote. There was a primary negative that came out 

o f the civil rights movement as well. Our nation became the most polarized it had ever 

been since the Civil War. Southern States that did not agree with where Lyndon Johnson 

was taking the nation, namely the issue of integration, dug in for a fight.

Polarization in Red and Blue Began Due to Black and White

This political divide has an origin. Abramowitz states: “The roots o f polarization 

can be traced back to the southern strategy of Richard Nixon, the courtship of 

conservative democrats by Ronald Regan, the takeover o f the Republican Party in 

congress by southern conservatives led by Newt Gingrich, and the divisive battle over the

30 Jones, African Americans and the Christian Churches, 61.
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impeachment o f President Bill Clinton.”31 The Republican Party had to adopt the phrase, 

“adapt or die.” Going as far back as the 1930’s, the Democratic Party was enjoying 

political dominance.

Franklin Roosevelt (FDR) was the father of one o f the greatest political eras o f 

dominance. From 1933 to 1969 Democrats controlled basically all three phases o f 

government. Look at how Abramowitz frames the coalition: “Roosevelt’s electoral 

coalition was based primarily on group loyalties, some o f whose origins could be traced 

back to events that occurred long before the New Deal, and secondarily on the 

widespread association o f the Democratic Party with prosperity and the Republican Party 

with economic hardship in the aftermath o f the Great Depression.”32 Voting was 

stemming from reverberations o f the New Deal, the belief that the Democrats had a 

strong hand in bringing the country out o f the Great Depression, and FDR’s strong 

communication o f his party’s beliefs.

The late fifties and early sixties brought on three major shifts in American 

politics. These three things in hindsight can be seen as precursors to the reforming o f the 

Republican Party and the end o f FDR’s political and ideological dominance.

First o f all, though John F. Kennedy (JFK) and Robert F. Kennedy (RFK) died in 

horrific manners, their policies were beginning to take hold and attract a new coalition o f 

Democrats. Listen to how Bill Clinton viewed this new coalition as a child:

31 Alan I. Abramowitz, The Disappearing Center (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
2010), 2 .

32 Ibid., 62-63.
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The Arkansas Democrats were an even more diverse group.. .A smaller group 
were immigrant Democrats, mostly from Europe. Most blacks were Democrats 
because o f Roosevelt, and Truman’s stand for civil rights, and their sense that 
Kennedy would be more aggressive than Nixon on the issue.33

The very nature o f the political parties was changing. The fresh ideas o f a young,

Catholic, president were creating new teams of leaders and new paradigms o f thought.

Secondly, this time period brought on one o f the grandfathers o f modem day 

partisan politics, the Vietnam War. As more and more causalities racked up, the 

sentiment began to divide on party lines. Democrats were strongly protesting and 

opposing the war and Republicans were labeling individuals unpatriotic or less American 

for opposing the war. Both political parties capitalized on this sentiment and registered 

adherents in droves.

Finally, the Civil Rights Movement may have been the match that lit the fire for

partisan politics henceforth. Southern white voters left the Democratic Party in droves

mainly because o f the Democratic Party’s embrace of civil rights policy. Abramowitz

points out that Richard Nixon was pivotal in this process with the inception of the

southern strategy.34 The southern states were strongly opposed to integration. Lyndon

Johnson had the wind o f public approval in his sails and he was determined to continue in

the legacy of JFK. Nancy Gibbs and Michael Duffy, authors o f The President’s Club give

access to the atmosphere surrounding these events:

Johnson rocketed to a 79 percent approval rating, as he stood before Congress five 
days after Kennedy’s death and followed Eisenhower’s guidance to underline 
continuity... “No memorial oration or eulogy could more eloquently honor

33 Bill Clinton, My Life (New York: Vintage Books, 2005), 43-44.

34 Abramowitz, Disappearing, 65.
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President Kennedy’s memory than the earliest possible passage o f the Civil 
Rights Bill for which he fought so long,” Johnson said.35

In subsequent years Nixon was smart enough to employ a strategy that would galvanize 

anti-civil rights sentiment. The 60’s and 70’s kick started radical change that is directly 

tied to the current political divide.

The Southern Strategy 

The “Southern Strategy” is one o f the most brilliant and simultaneously nefarious 

political tactical moves in American history. It is a plan that appeals to human beings at 

their base levels and allows candidates to win at any cost. The late Edward Kennedy 

spoke o f it in this fashion: “Nixon’s designated advisor was Harry Dent. Dent was the 

conceptual thinker behind Nixon’s “Southern Strategy” o f increasing his base and 

converting Democrats in the south by assuring them that he would not force civil rights 

laws on unwilling states.”36

Dent would go on to champion the words o f G. Harold Carswell, a U.S. Court o f 

Appeals judge from Florida: “I believe that segregation of the races is proper.. .1 yield to 

no man in the firm, vigorous belief in the principles o f white supremacy.”37 There you 

have it. This strategy that started our modem day divided politics was bom out o f pure, 

unadulterated racism. During this time in history, it was not out o f place to speak o f race 

or hatred openly. There was no such thing as being politically correct, or censoring true

35 Nancy Gibbs and Michael Duffy, The President’s Club (New York: Simon and 
Schuster, 2012), 167.

36 Edward Kennedy, True Compass (New York: Hatchette Book Group, 2009), 317.

37 Ibid., 318.
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feelings. African Americans were subjected to this ugly type o f speech daily. The 

southern strategy was built at the expense o f black dignity.

Over the years the strategy has remained, but the tactics and focal topic o f the 

plan has changed. Religion in the American South points out that “by the 90’s, the raw 

exercise o f power that white supremacy entailed appeared naked, and increasingly 

without any compelling theological justification. Eventually, southern theologians chose 

to focus their efforts on more successful conservative themes such as family values and 

defense o f life.”38 When civil rights became the norm in society, it became political 

suicide to yearn for the days o f segregation. As Reagan began his ascension, the spear o f 

the Southern Strategy turned to class warfare and, to a lesser, degree the cold war. 

Rhetoric about welfare, school lunches, and urban crime galvanized voters in the south 

and rallied them to the cause o f the Republican Party. Reaganomics wreaked havoc on 

the poor and minorities. Kennedy goes on to say: “It was scorched earth economics, and 

would vitiate job training, elementary school education, unemployment compensation, 

cancer research, and science research in general, as it would cripple the National Science 

Foundation.”39

Amazingly the white southern poor would vote against Democratic policies that 

would benefit them, all because the Democratic Party was too closely associated with 

minorities. As the eighties progressed new southern strategy topics emerged like gun

38 Beth Barton Scheiger and Donald G. Mathews, Religion in the American South 
(Chapel Hill: University o f North Carolina Press, 2004), 290.

39 Kennedy, Compass, 385.
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control and abortion. Evangelicals were soon pulled into the tent, ignoring the fact that 

some tenants o f the platform contradicted their fervent faith.

Abramowitz adds: “The end result o f all these changes has been the emergence of 

a new American party system—one in which party loyalties are based primarily on 

voters’ ideological beliefs rather than on their membership in social groups.”40 The only 

exception to that is the church. Today one’s affiliation with certain denominations and 

church groups automatically place them in loyalty with certain parties. Over the years this 

strategy has morphed into the concrete that has solidified the undeniable fact that the 

middle ground and compromise is becoming extinct.

This is a huge problem when it comes to inclusivity. Many only want to worship 

with those they agree with. On the surface that could be understandable. But what if  that 

belief causes a church to be exclusive? This is not in reference to foundational moral 

tenets. Killing, stealing, Jesus as God and savior, marital practices, and eschatological 

beliefs understandably can divide those who do not subscribe to mainstream Christianity. 

This is in reference to red and blue, Republican or Democrat, liberal or conservative, the 

rich and poor, etc. Inclusiveness and reconciliation may involve including those or having 

meaningful dialogue with individuals with whom you have non-moral differences.

Voting for Bush or Obama should not exclude anyone from sitting at the feet o f Christ 

with fellow believers. Phillip Jenkins says: “Christianity then becomes a badge o f class or 

race rather than an open invitation to the whole society.”41 Christianity is more than what

40Abramowitz, Disappearing, 83.

41 Jenkins, The Lost History o f  Christianity, 244.
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we wear or say. It is a movement for the world. Christianity is a call to everyone more 

than a distinction that is used to divide. History calls us to understand the perils o f this 

mindset and build an environment to reconcile with God and one another.

These patterns replicated in the Seventh-day Adventist Church. Our 

denominational structure currently divides on the conference level by race. That means 

every church in a geographic region divides into black or white leadership authority. This 

division sprung into place in the nineteenth century at the same time black denominations 

were being established. Black people did not leave the Seventh-day Adventist church, but 

they continue to worship, lead, and gather separately. The historically African American 

church is not an exclusive body. The history of people o f African descent in regards to 

inclusion has been one o f painful rejection by the majority race. The apathy toward 

inclusivity is a hesitance to repeat that pain.



CHAPTER THREE 

My Local Context

I am the proud pastor o f  the Bethany Seventh-day Adventist Church located in 

Macon, Georgia. This congregation has existed in Macon for over one hundred years and 

four different locations. In 2010 this congregation celebrated its hundredth anniversary 

which coincided with my fifth month at the church. Over the years, Bethany has been a 

force for good in the community. The church is known for inclusive evangelism, relevant 

food and clothing giveaways, inspiring worship, and uplifting music. Despite the racist 

and divided history o f Macon, Bethany has been a welcoming place to all races. 

Nevertheless, full inclusivity has been an obstacle in such a divided city.

Brief History

The Seventh-day Adventist church is a mainline protestant organization that has

existed in the United States for over 150 years. The church traces back to a Baptist

preacher named William Miller and the Millerite movement. This group erroneously

believed Jesus would come back in 1844. When it did not happen, the remaining

members primarily began the process o f forming the Seventh-day Adventist church:

The U.S. Northeast in the early 19th Century was a hotbed o f revival. The so- 
called Second Great Awakening ignited movements such as the Shakers, early 
Mormons, the forerunners o f the Jehovah’s Witnesses, the Millerites and a host o f 
eccentric offshoots. In fact, upstate New York was dubbed the “burned-over 
district,” referring to the fact that evangelists had exhausted the region’s supply o f 
unconverted people.42

42 Elizabeth Lechleitner, “Seventh-day Adventist Church emerged from religious 
fervor o f 19th Century” (February 4,2013), online:

30
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Critics would call this type o f evangelism big business for the church. This time period

was filled with seekers, and the Seventh-day Adventist church provided a haven for those

disenchanted with traditional Protestantism.

After the great disappointment o f October o f 1844, the remaining adherents o f the

Millerite movement went back to scripture in order to make sense o f their theology. Date

setting was put aside and strong theological scholarship was championed:

By the 19th Century, most established churches were preaching that the Second 
Coming was more myth than reality— and more human than divine. Religious 
leaders taught that a metaphorical “second coming” symbolized the rise o f a new 
God-fearing, socially responsible generation. But the Millerites’ belief in a literal 
Second Coming—along with new understandings o f prophecy, the seventh-day 
Sabbath and the state o f the dead—would prove pivotal. These core doctrines 
would anchor the early Advent movement amid a climate o f religious turmoil.43

The denomination became a bible believing, Christ centered fellowship. They subscribed

to “solo scriptura, ” the bible alone, when it comes to the presentation o f our doctrine and

biblical interpretation:

The leadership o f the church changed after the great disappointment. “A young 
Methodist woman named Ellen Harmon (later White) lent prophetic credibility to 
this interpretation. Her December 1844 visi on o f a “straight and narrow path” to 
heaven confirmed that prophecy had indeed been fulfilled on October 22 and 
galvanized what would be the denomination’s central focus on Christ.44

Her husband, James White, led with her in bringing credibility and visibility to the

growing denomination.

https://www.adventist.org/en/information/history/a.rticle/go/-/seventh-day-adventist- 
church-emerged-ffom-religious-fervor-of-19th-century/ (accessed January 5, 2017).

43 Ibid.

44 Ibid.

https://www.adventist.org/en/information/history/a.rticle/go/-/seventh-day-adventist-
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After the establishment o f the church, the topic o f its relationship with black

people became a hot topic. Nationally, many denominations were struggling with the

very same topic. Ellen White had a sympathetic heart to the plight o f black people. She

speaks favorably about the support and establishment of what would eventually become

Oakwood University, a historically black university:

I present before you, my dear brethren and sisters, the work among the colored 
people as the object o f your liberality. The mission-schools, the training-school at 
Huntsville, the Nashville colored Sanitarium, the ministers and Bible workers 
devoting their time to the salvation o f the colored people-all these and many other 
agencies are in great need o f funds. The work must go forward. Every penny that 
can be spared should be invested in the Lord's cause. Let us see if  the November 
collection cannot result in thousands o f dollars flowing into the treasury.45

This is one o f many statements showing that the work among black people should be

important to the Seventh-day Adventist church.

Despite these statements she also ascribed to the dangerous separate but equal

policies. She states:

In regard to white and colored people worshiping in the same building, this cannot 
be followed as a general custom with profit to either party—especially in the 
South. The best thing will be to provide the colored people who accept the truth, 
with places o f worship o f their own, in which they can carry on their services by 
themselves. This is particularly necessary in the South in order that the work for 
the white people may be carried on without serious hindrance. Let the colored 
believers be provided with neat, tasteful houses o f worship. Let them be shown 
that this is done not to exclude them from worshiping with white people, because 
they are black, but in order that the progress o f the truth may be advanced. Let 
them understand that this plan is to be followed until the Lord shows us a better 
way. The colored members o f ability and experience should be encouraged to lead 
the services o f their own people; and their voices are to be heard in the 
representative assemblies. The colored ministers should make every effort 
possible to help their own people to understand the truth for this time. As time 
advances, and race prejudices increase, it will become almost impossible, in many

45 Baker, Benjamin, A Place Called Oakwood (Huntsville, AL: Oakwood Publishing, 
2007), 156.
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places, for white workers to labor for the colored people. Sometimes the white 
people who are not in sympathy with our work will unite with colored people to 
oppose it, claiming that our teaching is an effort to break up churches and bring in 
trouble over the Sabbath question. White ministers and colored ministers will 
make false statements, arousing in the minds o f the people such a feeling of 
antagonism that they will be ready to destroy and to kill. The powers o f hell are 
working with all their ingenuity to prevent the proclamation o f the last message of 
mercy among the colored people. Satan is working to make it most difficult for 
the gospel minister and teacher to ignore the prejudice that exists between the 
white and the colored people.46

She even felt it was o f God to keep the races separate. Like many decent people o f that

day, she felt that there would come a mystical day where their world would be ready for

inclusivity. Unfortunately, this early work in the Seventh-day Adventist church laid the

ground work for the lack o f multiculturalism that exists in the church structure today.

Summary of Beliefs

At the center o f the denomination’s beliefs is the faith that Christ will return soon. 

The second coming o f Christ is the great hope o f the world. In light o f that, we do all we 

can to show our love for him, including keeping the Ten Commandments (John 14:15). 

The fourth commandment speaks o f keeping the Sabbath day holy and doing no work on 

that day. Similar to the Jewish faith, we do not work or participate in secular activities on 

the Sabbath day, which is Saturday, the seventh day o f the week (Exod 20:8-11). The 

Sabbath is not solely a Jewish holiday, because it was established at creation. It is not 

done away with because it is not a ceremonial law.

46 White, Ellen G., Testimonies to the Church, vol. 9 (Hagerstown, MD: Review and 
Herald Publishing, 1989), 206-09.
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The Seventh-day Adventist church has 28 official beliefs. These core beliefs are 

biblically based and serve as a foundation o f faith. The members o f Bethany ascribe to 

them all. The fundamental beliefs o f the membership are best summarized by:

1. The Holy Scriptures
2. The Trinity
3. The Father
4. The Son
5. The Holy Spirit
6. Creation
7. The Nature o f Humanity
8. The Great Controversy
9. The Life, Death, and Resurrection o f Christ
10. The Experience o f Salvation
11. Growing in Christ
12. The Church
13. The Remnant and Its Mission
14. Unity in the Body o f Christ
15. Baptism
16. The Lord's Supper
17. Spiritual Gifts and Ministries
18. The Gift o f Prophecy
19. The Law of God
20. The Sabbath
21. Stewardship
22. Christian Behavior
23. Marriage and the Family
24. Christ's Ministry in the Heavenly Sanctuary
25. The Second Coming o f Christ
26. Death and Resurrection
27. The Millennium and the End o f Sin
28. The New Earth

Duties and Responsibilities 

I am the worship leader and organizer for my church. I am primarily responsible 

for all sacred duties o f my church namely baptism, dispensing communion, preaching, 

bible study, funerals, weddings, ordinations, baby blessings, etc. I also am the chairman
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o f the church board and an advisor to the school board. I am also the chief officer when it 

comes to all executive, finance, and business matters. I am the primary representative of 

my church in community affairs.

As an ordained pastor I am the world church representative to my local 

congregation. The lay-leadership at Bethany Seventh-day Adventist Church is strong and 

mission driven. They have respect for the pastor, but are not pastor-dependent. Pastors in 

the Seventh-day Adventist denomination move to a new assignment approximately every 

three to five years. Anything past five years is considered a long or extraordinary 

assignment.

Church growth and church environment maintenance are my current primary 

focuses. We are chiefly trying to grow the church by inviting young adults to partner with 

us to reach out to their circles o f influence and introduce them to Christ. Young people, in 

cooperation with the Holy Spirit, draw other young people. We are finding that when 

young adults are empowered, they have an exponential effect on the church. Their pride 

in the church and what Christ is doing increases. They bring people to what they are 

proud of.

Additionally I spend considerable time on the maintenance o f improving the 

existing church environment. We want to have an attractive and appealing church 

environment. Without taking inventory o f best practices and the warmth o f our services 

our church could become stagnant and cold. This work is what led to the observation o f 

our lack o f inclusivity. I do not allow myself to become content with our church 

environment. Even if  we have a good thing with no problems, it is important to grow.
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The next step in Bethany’s growth is a new environment that intentionally includes white 

people.

Church Structure and Reach 

Next to the Catholic Church, the Seventh-day Adventist church has the largest 

worldwide presence, or the most countries with a representative church within 

Christianity. The church has a world-renowned network o f hospitals, an impressive 

sisterhood of schools, and congregations in diverse places to minister to God’s people.

Bethany Seventh-day Adventist church is a part o f the General Conference o f 

Seventh-day Adventist church structure. Here is how it works:

•  General Conference : Leadership body for the world church and highest 
authority on Earth

• North American Division: Governing and policy body for this continent
• Southern Union: Licensing, credentialing, and credit source for all churches in 

the Carolinas, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, and 
Kentucky.

• South Atlantic Conference: Human resources, property management, minister 
allocation, church resources, legal resources and direct leadership for churches 
in the Carolinas, and Georgia.

• Bethany Seventh-day Adventist Church: the local congregation for the city of 
Macon

Despite the impressive worldwide statue and appeal to all nations, the Seventh- 

day Adventist church is still a racially segregated church on the conference level. In the 

United States local conferences are divided by state conferences and regional 

conferences. State conferences are white conferences. Regional conferences are black.

The churches in each o f the respective conferences are composed o f a very high 

percentage o f the representative race. No race is barred from joining another conference. 

The leadership o f these conferences is composed entirely o f the race it represents. This
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conundrum came into existence in the early establishment o f the church and has never 

changed.

Local Church Statistics 

I serve a vibrant congregation o f about 350 people attending on a regular basis.

My church claims a membership of 475 people. Our attendance is not static, for there are 

several choices in the surrounding cities. The attendance plummets during early summer 

during graduation and vacation season. Our best attended service is our Sabbath worship 

service at 11:00am on Saturdays. Followed closely is our weekly Sabbath school service 

at 9:15am on Saturdays. Within our church facility we also have a K-8 school that serves 

40+ children. The school has three teachers and one principal.

Our church is about 93% African American and West Indian (Jamaica, Bermuda, 

Haiti, and Dominican Republic). The remaining 7% is divided evenly among Asians, 

Hispanics, and Caucasians. Over the past ten years our cultural diversity actually 

increased. There was a time 15-20 years ago where the church was 100% African 

American. All races are represented in leadership. We minister to everyone, no 

nationality or ethnic group is excluded. Recently, we have added Spanish translation 

technology for the growing Spanish population in the vicinity o f the church.

At the beginning o f the year, we surveyed the church and the average age was 

46.5. Bethany’s largest age groups are 50-65 and 9-17. The smallest group is 18-25. We 

have a growing college/ young adult group that will be the second largest group once the 

fall semester commences. In my four years at the church there have been no stereotypical 

culture wars. The young people want more done for them, but not differently. Many o f
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our senior citizens sing in our contemporary gospel choir. We have a very even balance 

o f worship that appeals to all.

Our church is in the proximity o f several colleges, community colleges and trade 

schools. Leadership exists in all age groups and is cultivated among the children. At 36 

years old, I primarily minister to people who are slightly older than I, (not old enough to 

be my parent), and young adults who are not in my age group. We do not have many 

members over 70 years old.

Educationally, the largest group is college graduates followed closely by high 

school graduates with some trade or technical school. Many o f our members were not 

educated locally, but arrived in the area for employment. One of the largest employers in 

the area is Robbins Air Force base. About 30% of our members are employed there. 

Surprisingly, we do not have any actual servicemen or women at the church. All o f the 

employees at the base are contractors, engineers, or civilian employees.

I would classify Bethany as a predominately lower middle class to middle class 

church. The average income is about $39,000-45,000 for a family unit. Most o f the 

employed are in blue collar to lower management jobs. We also have a large 

concentration o f new retirees that deliver quality volunteer ministry. Less than 1% of our 

congregation would be considered rich or wealthy. Less than 3% o f our church lives in 

public housing or receives government assistance.

Like many African American churches, there is still a deliverance theme in our 

worship and tenor. Themes o f coming out, healing, burden lifting, and Jesus as Savior
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more than friend resonates with the church at large. On any given Sabbath hymns, 

spirituals, and contemporary music can be heard sung in an enthusiastic fashion.

Geographic Reach

Our church used to be a small family church. Bethany actually began as a small 

house church. From 1910 to 1970, 100% of the church lived within ten miles o f the 

church. With every move to larger worship facilities the percentage o f members living 

near the church decreased. This also coincided with rise o f incomes and younger 

members. Presently, only 20% o f the membership lives within ten miles o f the church. 

Nevertheless, the church’s reach is expansive. We have members who travel from as far 

north as Stockbridge, Georgia, as far south as Albany, Georgia, and as far east as 

Statesville Georgia. Second to Macon, our largest constituent group is from Warner 

Robbins, Georgia, home to the Air Force base.

The church intentionally avoids predominately white neighborhoods from its 

reach. A larger percentage o f the membership has moved to mixed neighborhoods but it 

is not reflected in the composition o f the church. A segment o f our members work in 

large employment industries where white people are the majority, but that does not reflect 

who comes to church. The issue o f inclusivity is written into the structure and DNA of 

the Seventh-day Adventist church.

Demographics o f the Immediate Community

The community o f our church is a rapidly declining economic area. Over the past 

twenty years the affluent and Caucasians have fled from the area. Housing prices have 

plummeted and crime has increased. Due to the poor tax base the schools are crumbling.
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The community was once anchored by a bustling mall with all o f the anchor 

stores. One by one the stores began to depart once the money left the neighborhoods. 

Liquor stores, payday loan companies, and pawn shops filled the void.

The people o f the area dress casual, hip-hop, and urban fashion. Dress clothes are 

usually reserved for Sundays. You can tell the drug dealers by the long white tee shirts 

and jeans. Teenage girls push strollers around on the sidewalks and wear scantily clad 

clothes. There is an overabundance o f churches in the area, but they are relics or their 

former glory. The area pastors serve a faithful few. My advantage is the unique nature of 

Bethany and the scarcity o f Seventh-day Adventist churches in the area. The seniors o f 

the community gather on the front porches or wait for public transportation for grocery 

store trips. There is a community center that does great work in the summer and offers 

swimming pools and indoor basketball.

Community Demographics

There are several statistics that stand out about the community o f the Bethany 

Seventh-day Adventist Church. Our church does reflect the demographics o f the 

community. These statistics will reveal a mono-cultural community that has family 

challenges like fatherlessness. Lack o f education and poverty are issues as well. Bethany 

is needed in this community. The historical African American church serves 

impoverished and downtrodden neighborhoods like the one that surrounds Bethany. One 

o f the hallmarks o f thriving multicultural churches is that they are mostly suburban 

phenomena.47 Here are a few important statistics:

47 Ed Stetzer, “Thinking Through the Multicultural Church,” The Exchange 
December 3, 2013, online:
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• The 2010 census states a population of 91,482 for Macon
• Median age 38.5
• 27% live below the poverty line
• Median income is 28,900 for a family o f 4
• Only 649 people are estimated to be foreign bom
• The area is 63% African American, the city is 51 %
• 98% identify as one race
•  Only 26% o f households are led by men
• Out o f 13,500 households only 3,500 are husband and wife.

The context in which I pastor is heavily African American and weighted toward the 

poor and disenfranchised. Locals are warned to stay away from the neighborhood where 

my church exists. Most o f the frustration that came from my introducing inclusivity 

stemmed from the thought “Why include people who forgot about our people?” Many o f 

the membership feel we are doing the work in the black community that white churches 

will not do. The unknown in all o f this work is the effect multiculturalism will have on a 

black church’s work to black communities.

http://www.christianitytoday.com/edstetzer/2013/december/thinking-through- 
multicultural-church.html (accessed January 5, 2017).

http://www.christianitytoday.com/edstetzer/2013/december/thinking-through-


CHAPTER FOUR 

My Research

The inclusivity o f white people at the Bethany Seventh-day Adventist Church will 

be the most daunting task I will ever take on. Our church is not an intentionally 

segregated or racist church. Quite to the contrary, Bethany has been very warm to white 

people in my tenure. We even had a few white members for a season. Our racial 

inclusivity issue does not stem from hatred; it stems from a great sense o f pride in an 

embedded culture that provides comfort. The inclusion o f a large influx o f white people 

will irreversibly change the cultural identity and even mission o f the Bethany Seventh- 

day Adventist Church.

I had to discover the obstacles to the endeavor o f inclusivity. Could we achieve 

this over time and be phased in? Would this be like a hip replacement, necessary, but 

painful? Is this even worth the trouble? These are the questions that plagued me for 

weeks. I went in prayer to ask God for research tools to discover the true feelings o f the 

members o f my church. I had to handle this tenderly. I have found that my church 

members do not handle drastic change well. I knew that even broaching this topic would 

cause anxiety. The research had to be done.

There was one huge issue that I had to clear up with myself and many who were 

supporting this project from the inception of the idea. I was asked over and over, “Why 

does the burden o f inclusivity or reconciliation rest on the backs or efforts o f black

42
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people?” The core o f the question came from a place o f bewilderment and pain. The 

people o f African descent in America have been through so much. Black people are not 

the predator; they are the prey. The sentiment was why would ants have to make 

accommodations in their refuge for the anteater? Why would the hare have to welcome 

the fox into its abode? I was ostracized for even suggesting this was a valid study by 

some leaders in the African American community. I quickly realized my research would 

be incomplete if  I did not provide a “why”? There had to be a mandate that trumped the 

high bar o f cultural pride and identity.

The “why” came in the form of a five-part seminar entitled “Heaven will not be 

segregated.” Christians all profess to want to one day reside in heaven. I am convinced 

this noble goal is impossible if we do not come to grips with some earthly realities. One 

o f the most important realities that we must come to accept is that God wants us to 

embrace all people, even o f other races.

The crucial text for the beginning o f my research was Rev 7:9 “After this I 

beheld, and, lo, a great multitude, which no man could number, o f all nations, and 

kindred’s, and people, and tongues, stood before the throne, and before the Lamb, clothed 

with white robes, and palms in their hands.” John’s prophetic vision o f heaven shows a 

triumphant group o f redeemed individuals jubilantly worshipping around the throne o f 

God. These are the new residents o f heaven. Most notably, John emphasizes that this 

group o f people is representative o f all the nationalities o f the earth.

The implications o f this text are twofold. First o f all, there is a strong implication 

that heaven will not rob us o f racial identity. How else could John know that all the
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kindreds and tongues were present without seeing racial markers o f the redeemed? 

Secondly, heaven clearly will not be segregated. It will include all races together serving 

and worshipping God. That reality gives a mandate that non inclusive religion may not 

reflect the will o f heaven.

I announced this seminar to my church right when the speculation o f how I was 

going to change the church was at its peak. The speculation provided the right 

environment for this to be a well-attended event. The announcement was received with 

excitement and anticipation. The program would be for one hour every seminar. There 

would be a non-timed question and answer period at the end o f each seminar. Every 

participant was asked to complete a multi question survey. This survey is where I 

collected my data and findings about the nightly topic.

The purpose was to teach and discuss the biblical mandate for racial inclusivity. 

My belief was the bible commands and expects racial inclusivity from its adherents. I 

knew my church, even begrudgingly, would accept a biblical challenge.

Limitations o f the Survey 

Attempting to discover the data on racial issues feels impossible sometimes. My 

initial concerns were that participants would over spiritualize their responses attempting 

to appeal to their pastor. We live in a politically correct society. Nothing seems to be 

more politically incorrect than talking about race. My project is dependent on honesty 

and true feelings on race relations.

My survey is limited in a few ways. As with all surveys, it rises and falls on the 

authenticity o f the respondent. In this study, authenticity may mean revealing hatred,
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bigotry, and deep seated racial feelings that some may deem evil. Even with the shroud o f 

anonymity, some may feel petrified in letting honest feelings come out o f the heart. The 

answers I encountered may be edited or reserved. The truth may not be totally reflected in 

the answers I received.

Another limitation is I do not think I probed enough in my survey instrument. I 

was naive enough to think that if  I asked questions in general, people will be prodded to 

answers freely and fluently. Unfortunately my questions were too general and rather 

vague. I was able to glean some good information, but I could have easily expanded to 

twelve more specific questions.

Finally, I believe I made a mistake o f not having a different survey nightly. One 

survey gives me a consistent instrument that allows me to chart and graph. It limited me 

by boring people into giving the same answers or not answering at all. I saw answers 

decline nightly. I believe this is due to not asking the right questions. My surveys did not 

provide an avenue for diversity o f thought. Instead, it may have pigeonholed respondents 

to narrow, simplistic answers.

Night One Summary Theology of One 

The first night was entitled the “Theology o f One.” The purpose o f this night was 

to show the oneness o f God and how that oneness translates to His creation. I began with 

John 1:1 as a foundational text: “In in the beginning was the Word and the Word was 

with God and the Word was God.” The oneness o f God has always been and will always 

be. God is a singular being with three harmonious persons working together. Indeed it is 

a mystery that has earthly implications.
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Another foundational text we shared was Gen 1:26 ,27: “And God sa id , let us 

make man in our image, after our likeness; and let them have dominion over the fish o f 

the sea, and over the fowl o f the air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and over 

every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth. So God created man in His own image, 

in the image of God created he him, male and female created he them.” Humans were 

created in the likeness and image o f God. God declared his image upon the male and 

female as one. Humans were the only living beings created with the hand o f God instead 

o f the mouth o f God.

I used the classic imagery o f ice, steam, and water to explain the Godhead. Ice, 

steam, and water are all different things but also all water, just in different phases. I also 

gave a funny example o f how if all three members o f the Godhead were travelling down 

the street and someone yelled out “GOD!” All three would turn around. The beginning 

part o f night one was to show that God is one, indivisible, and united.

The teaching continued on the first night by showing that oneness extended in two 

primary ways. John 17 encapsulates both points. This chapter records Jesus dying wishes 

for His people. Then end o f the chapter emphasizes his desire that all should not only be 

saved, but be where He will be eventually. Verse 24 states: “Father, I will that they also, 

whom thou hast given me, be with me where I am, that they may behold my glory, which 

thou has given me; for thou lovedst me before the foundation o f the world.” Jesus once 

again emphasizes his oneness with the father, but also desires to complete that unity by 

having humans take part in that unity.
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The second point and the most effective teaching point on oneness o f the evening 

were found in verse 21. Jesus makes it clear that the same oneness that exists in the 

Godhead should exist in His people. It says: “That they may be one, as thou, father, art in 

me, and I in thee, that they also may be one in us;” The circle o f redemption is complete 

when humankind is reunited in oneness with the Godhead.

I had made a compelling preliminary argument that God wants humans to be one. 

Before any mention o f race relations or inclusion, the first night set the tone for the rest of 

the seminars. I could see hearts soften, but I had to validate it with data. The question and 

answer period was lively. Resistance was still present as members tried to predict where I 

was going with the seminar and derail the main point with loaded questions.

The most prevalent question was “Who should initiate the pursuit o f oneness?” 

This question took the seminar away from a high-minded goal to thoughts o f culpability. 

In addition I was asked during the prescribed period and after the teaching “Does God 

expect us to put ourselves in harm’s way.” Several o f my older members had painful 

experiences with white people. The first night moved their hearts to oneness and 

inclusivity, but they were still afraid and fearful o f the implications o f white inclusion.

As I stated earlier surveys were passed out after every seminar. Every night the 

survey had the same content. The survey included five basic questions; the first one was 

multiple choices. Participants were asked:

1. The presentation: a. taught me something new b. reinforced held beliefs c. 

makes me want to reflect this in my church d. makes me angry e. created 

questions
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2. Please share what you feel is the most important part o f the presentation

3. Please share what you feel is the most difficult point o f the presentation to 

achieve in 2016

4. Please share some o f the obstacles in applying today’s teaching in your church

5. What has been your experience with what was presented today?

Night One Results

The feedback for night one was simplistic and accepting. As I already explained in the 

summary, night one’s focus was on the unity or oneness o f God. This is not a 

controversial topic. The presentation did not bring up race at all. These are the question 

one results:

Night One Question One
■ Taught me something new ■ Reinforced my held beliefs

■ Makes me want to reflect in my church ■ Makes me angry

0%

Question one is the only multiple choice question. I wanted the participants to 

express themselves and elaborate on the remaining questions. Even though they were not 

multiple choice questions, certain keywords continually came up in the answers. I
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identified particular themes from keywords, allowing me to measure main points that 

came from the research.

Question two asked about the most important part o f the presentation. Nearly all 

the respondents focused on the phrase ‘heaven will not be segregated,” with 98% of the 

surveys had some combination of those words in the answer to question two. The 

teaching on Revelation and John’s vision seemed to have the largest impact on the group 

based on verbal feedback. The few participants who left that phrase out all focused on the 

phrase “Jesus dying wish” in some combination.

It is interesting to note that not one participant focused on the oneness o f God or 

the trinity. There are two possible reasons for this. First, it is an accepted and obvious 

truth in my church. The Trinity is a fundamental belief in the Seventh-day Adventist 

church. The Father, Son, and the Holy Spirit are all seen as co-equal and worshipped as 

such in our church. This accepted belief would never rise to “most important” status in a 

presentation.

Secondly, even if  people felt another part o f the presentation was important, I 

believe in night one there were many attempting to tell me what they believed I wanted to 

hear. There is no doubt that heaven and segregation were important points. Nevertheless 

the uniformity makes me think they had a tough time distinguishing the pastor from the 

presenter. This phenomenon definitely changed after night one.

Question three focused on the most difficult part o f the presentation. The most 

prevalent keyword recurring was “how,” with 76% of participants including “how,” in 

their response. This reflects that individuals accepted the teaching but were confused,
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powerless, or doubtful on the practices o f achieving the lofty goal. The second most 

prevalent keyword was “earth.” After reviewing the responses with that word, most 

reflected the idea that heaven will not be segregated, but racism will always be a 

challenge on earth. The other sentiment was what can we do on earth to reflect what 

heaven wants. Real consternation existed in the surveys as to how true oneness can be 

reflected in our present reality.

The Fourth question is the key to my research. This focuses on the obstacles to 

making racial harmony a reality in our church. Hurt, healing, and fear were by far the 

most consistently used keywords. Hurt was always used in reference to what has 

happened historically to black people. One member responded by saying, “All o f this 

should be done (unity), but they don’t know how much they hurt us.” Fear was not 

written as if  they are afraid o f inclusivity, they are rather afraid o f the response to the 

olive branch. Great fear was expressed that our church will be rebuffed by white people 

if  we reach out. The word healing was used in the context o f getting our church together 

first. One response said: “We have to heal ourselves, or let God heal us, before we try to 

heal our community or nation.” Healing the wounds of the black community makes the 

process o f inclusivity easier.

Night Two Summary 

Night two moved in a more racial direction. After establishing the oneness o f God 

and that he wants that same oneness for us it was time to move to the origins o f racial 

division. I had to teach on how we got to this place. To retain credibility, I had to stay 

true to the bible every step o f the way. Racial division can be traced biblically. Racism is
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evil and has roots in sin. The bible gives clear teaching on division and how race informs 

it.

We began with the earthly beginning o f evil, in the Garden o f Eden with our first 

parents. Three important events took place after the eating o f the fruit that planted the 

seeds o f human division. First, humankind felt the inclination to run and hide from God. 

Due to newly introduced sin humans voluntarily separated themselves from God. “And 

they heard the voice o f the Lord God walking in the garden in the cool o f the day: and 

Adam and his wife hid themselves from the presence of the Lord God amongst the trees 

o f the garden.”48 Sin causes division. Separation from God inevitably leads to separation 

from fellow humans.

God seeks Adam out in Eden. An omniscient, omnipresent God inexplicably 

makes a confusing appeal. “And the Lord God called unto Adam, and said unto him, 

Where art thou?”49 This was not a question o f geography or location, God knew where 

Adam was. Adam had changed due to sin and separation. Right relation with God allows 

us to identify with God.

The oneness that Adam and Eve enjoyed is also threatened. The bible states “And 

the man said, the woman whom thou gavest to be with me, she gave me o f the tree, and I 

did eat. And the Lord God said unto the woman, what is this that thou hast done? And the

48 Gen 3:8.

49 Gen 3:9.
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woman said, the serpent beguiled me, and I did eat.”50 Now Adam blames Eve for all his 

troubles. Eve blames the serpent for all her troubles. The end result is no one is in unity.

Genesis 3:15 is called in Greek theprotoevangelion, or the first gospel. “And I 

will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her seed; it shall 

bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel.”51 Though the enemy gained a victory by 

separating the first family from God and each other, the messiah would restore oneness at 

a personal physical cost.

This suffering is detailed in Isa 53:

Who hath believed our report? and to whom is the arm of the Lord revealed?
2 For he shall grow up before him as a tender plant, and as a root out o f a dry 
ground: he hath no form nor comeliness; and when we shall see him, there is no 
beauty that we should desire him.
3 He is despised and rejected o f men; a man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief: 
and we hid as it were our faces from him; he was despised, and we esteemed him 
not.
4 Surely he hath bome our griefs, and carried our sorrows: yet we did esteem him 
stricken, smitten o f God, and afflicted.
5 But he was wounded for our transgressions, he was bruised for our iniquities: the 
chastisement o f our peace was upon him; and with his stripes we are healed.
6 All we like sheep have gone astray; we have turned every one to his own way; 
and the Lord hath laid on him the iniquity o f us all.
7 He was oppressed, and he was afflicted, yet he opened not his mouth: he is 
brought as a lamb to the slaughter, and as a sheep before her shearers is dumb, so 
he openeth not his mouth.
8 He was taken from prison and from judgment: and who shall declare his 
generation? for he was cut off out o f the land o f the living: for the transgression of 
my people was he stricken.
9 And he made his grave with the wicked, and with the rich in his death; because 
he had done no violence, neither was any deceit in his mouth.
10 Yet it pleased the Lord to bruise him; he hath put him to grief: when thou shalt 
make his soul an offering for sin, he shall see his seed, he shall prolong his days, 
and the pleasure o f the Lord shall prosper in his hand.

50 Gen 3:12-13.

51 Gen 3:15.
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11 He shall see o f the travail o f his soul, and shall be satisfied: by his knowledge 
shall my righteous servant justify many; for he shall bear their iniquities.
12 Therefore will I divide him a portion with the great, and he shall divide the spoil 
with the strong; because he hath poured out his soul unto death: and he was 
numbered with the transgressors; and he bare the sin o f many, and made 
intercession for the transgressors.52

When the Messiah arrived it had to be clear that he was not merely a Jewish 

deliverer from Roman rule but a savior for the whole world. We spent the end o f the 

seminar going through texts like Luke 10:27-35; John 4:6-26; Matt 8:5-13; and Mark 7: 

24-37. All o f these texts show Jesus operating counter-culturally. Jesus intentionally 

ministers to other races and cultures to show that He belongs to the world. His ministry 

went beyond culture, even to his enemies. I saw so much shifting in the seats during this 

teaching. The audience could read where I was going. Jesus expects us to minister to 

those who have hurt us. He did it himself. This evening was uncomfortable.

52 Isa 53:1-12.
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Night Two Results

Night Two Question One
■ a. Taught me something new

■ b. Reinforced my held beliefs

■ c. Makes me want to reflect this in my church

■ d. Makes me angry

We had an increase from night one o f eleven more people. These eleven people 

and the new topic changed the survey results drastically from night one. Question one for 

night two produced some surprising results. 77% of those present responded that they 

were taught something new. Many African American churches surprisingly do not focus 

on the ethnic ministry o f Jesus or even the fact that Jesus was an ethnic minority. This 

was eye opening to many and put the gospel in a new light. Not only was Jesus an ethnic 

minority, but he also was dealing with racial oppression from a government that also 

viewed themselves as the dominant race.

The other notable change from night one to night two on this question was the 

amount o f people this topic angered. On night one, no one answered d. on question one. 

On night two 9% of the respondents answered d. it made them angry. The first
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challenging night o f the seminar was achieved. The verbal and written feedback all 

centered on who bears the burden o f reconciliation. Even though it was Jesus modeling 

this behavior, many had a hard time with the idea the oppressed ministering to the 

oppressor. Many in the black Christian community feel strongly that white people bear 

the burden on improving race relations because they messed it up.

A visceral reaction was evident when you talk to black people about making it 

right with white people. Just imagine a conference o f white tailed deer where there 

keynote speaker talks on the benefits o f visiting lion dens. Since the middle passage, 

black people have felt like the prey. Radical wings o f the black community have profited 

from pointing out that Christianity was a tool o f control to the slave. So even as I 

appealed to Jesus’ way in this seminar there were echoes o f mistrust rampant throughout 

the room.

Question two provided additional insights o f the emotions o f that night. We had 

inordinate amount blank answers. Clearly, there was a main point to the presentation, but 

no one wanted to articulate it. For those who did respond, the most prevalent keyword 

was racism. 38% of the answers to question two included racism. Divide and self came in 

second place. I think the point hit home o f the divisive nature o f racism. I sensed no 

confusion from the surveys that indicated people did not understand racism is sin and sin 

divides. The data says that was one o f the clearer points o f the night. The effects o f 

racism emerged as the most important point o f the night.

Question three gave honest responses in regards to the difficulty o f  the 

presentation. A whopping 87% o f the responses used some form of the phrase “let go.”
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This clearly indicates that the work o f inclusivity will require sacrifice or letting go o f a 

preconceived notion. One answer said “People have to let go o f past hurts o f racial 

experiences in order to take the first step.” Moving toward inclusivity is viewed by my 

church as release. Based on the responses this release is not joyous or painless. Great 

security is derived from the black church and this release requires us to cling less or wear 

loosely our cherished cultural norms.

Question four had similar responses to question three. The same person who 

provided the aforementioned quote for question three, answered question four by saying 

“people have to be willing to put aside their preconceived notions and ideas o f each other 

in order to put the first foot forward.” Not surprisingly, 63% o f respondents used a 

combination o f “put aside.” The relinquishing o f self is essential to starting the process of 

inclusivity according to the Bethany Seventh-day Adventist Church.

Night Three Summary 

Night three introduced the conundrum of God’s chosen people, who we call the 

Jews. God, in His wisdom, decided to bless the world through an ethnic group. This 

group initially was supposed to be a light and source o f God’s love to the world. Genesis 

states: “I will make you a great nation; I will bless you And make your name great; And 

you shall be a blessing. 1 will bless those who bless you, And I will curse him who curses 

you; And in you all the families of the earth shall be blessed.”53 God’s original intention 

was to bless all people through this group.

53 Gen 12:2-3.
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Some uncomfortable bumps in the road lie ahead in that plan. Some o f the most 

problematic texts to the image o f a loving God are found in the Old Testament. We find 

God actually using this chosen people to completely obliterate other nations: “My angel 

will go ahead o f you and bring you into the land o f the Amorites, Hittites, Perizzites, 

Canaanites, Hivites and Jebusites, and I will wipe them out. Do not bow down before 

their gods or worship them or follow their practices. You must demolish them and break 

their sacred stones to pieces.”54 Texts like these gives fuel to those who doubt the 

authenticity o f the bible.

In addition, that kind of power was inevitably going to lead to perversion. 

Nationalism and ethnocentrism were symptoms o f the narcissism that came with being a 

chosen people. When we arrive at the time o f Jesus, the Jewish nation’s ethnocentrism is 

at an all-time high. There were certain ethnic groups that priest forbade Jews to talk to, 

associate with, or even touch. Even though Jesus’ earthly ministry reached out to 

everyone, those around him, the disciples, and the Sanhedrin still struggled with the idea 

o f inclusivity.

Long after Jesus had died and resurrected, Peter still struggled with his 

prejudices. “And he said unto them, Ye know how that it is an unlawful thing for a man 

that is a Jew to keep company, or come unto one o f another nation; but God hath shewed 

me that I should not call any man common or unclean.”55

54 Exod 22:23-33.

55 Acts 10:28.
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The point o f this evening was to show that ethnocentrism is trumped by the New 

Covenant. All people are now sons and daughters o f God. Ethnic culture is not superior 

to Christian culture.

Night Three Results

Night Three Question One
■ a. Taught me something new

■ b. reinforced my held beliefs

■ c. Makes me want to reflect this in my church

■ d.Makes me angry

5%

The third night o f the seminar was a breakthrough night according to the data. 

Question one provided telling results on how the information was being received. The 

“taught me something new answer” remained steady at 57%. Throughout three nights of 

the seminar this figure has consistently been over 50%. Most o f the attendees were 

learning new material and expanding their minds. I was pleased to see that people could 

find new and fresh information from biblical teaching. For racial inclusivity to be
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relevant in the life o f my church, there had to be new and fresh biblical interpretations on 

the topic. I was successfully moving in that direction.

The first startling number came from the low number o f individuals that answered 

night three reinforced their held beliefs. Faith over culture just is not being taught in 

many black churches. Culture is very important at Bethany. I preach in colloquial terms 

that most black people would understand instantly. If white people heard the same 

sermon there would be confusion and maybe even offence. Culture sits comfortably side- 

by-side at Bethany.

The second startling number was the highest response so far to: “I want to reflect 

this in my church.” 28% of the participants answered c. on the survey. This number and 

the aforementioned survey response go hand and hand. The Bethany Seventh-day 

Adventist Church does not hold racial inclusivity as a sacred belief, but as a result o f the 

seminar night three a substantially increasing subset wants to see more o f this teaching 

incorporated into the life o f the church. A smaller percentage, 5%, expressed anger on 

this topic. Nevertheless any percentage is a concern and shows race is still very much a 

hot topic within the church.

The responses to question two show the respondents were somewhat surprised 

how much race relations material is included in the bible. One participant said “I am 

shocked that race relations were such an integral part o f the bible and the underlying 

controversy in many situations.” This sentiment reflected what many felt was the most 

important part o f the presentation. The teaching opened my members eyes that the bible 

is a book were just about every main character was an ethnic minority. This runs contrary
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to the white washed version o f the bible that many subscribe to. The keywords o f the 

night were racial (64%) and bible (35%). The popular King James Version has 

popularized the idea that the bible is a book about white people. Not only is this not true, 

but the central figure o f the bible, Jesus, was part o f an oppressed minority group that still 

faces racism to this day. Racial inclusivity is best understood through the lenses o f the 

bible, where biblical figures struggled with this topic as well.

The most difficult part o f the presentation proved to be dealing with pride. 77% of 

the respondents used the word pride or ego. The humility and meekness required 

welcoming a perceived threat or oppressor into a sacred space is too much to ask for 

many at Bethany. Many know it is the right thing to do, but the will to do it seems 

impossible. In my introductory chapter I shared that the people around that leadership 

table wondered why we have to change. They expressed a level o f comfort that does not 

want to introduce variants that disrupt it. One response to the question actually said “I 

have to pray that my pride doesn’t arise.” Racial inclusivity seems like a risky 

proposition to the people o f Bethany Seventh-day Adventist Church.

Interestingly, most o f the participants identified more with biblical victims that 

biblical oppressors or instigators. So when asked some o f the obstacles in applying the 

teaching today, one respondent spoke o f the superiority complex o f white Adventism:

“As an SDA, many hold “superiority” complexes in dealing with religion and race, which 

would make it hard to welcome others in.” Once again, the idea surfaces that white 

people must have a change o f heart first before serious inclusivity can take place at 

Bethany. Waiting on this change of heart will have one waiting forever. The will to put
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the best foot forward is fleeting at Bethany. I cannot say I do not understand. Racial 

inclusivity will require a party to extend their hand first. This will be very difficult for 

historically African American churches to do.

Night Four and Five Summary

For the sake o f continuity I combined the presentation o f night four and night five 

into one evening. The topics o f the early church and the eschatological church flowed 

together so well, I felt combining them would increase comprehension. The presentation 

was well-received and provided another night o f interesting feedback and data for my 

research.

The first part o f the presentation dealt with the early church and their struggles 

with inclusivity. The Christian church began as a movement among the Jews. Jesus 

himself was bom a Jew and adhered to their customs and practices. After the death of 

Jesus, his followers maintained many of their cultural practices. All o f the disciples were 

circumcised, abstained from unclean food, still celebrated most o f the Jewish festivals, 

and kept the seventh day Sabbath.

Unfortunately, the bigoted practices o f Jewish culture were retained as well. They 

shunned individuals who were not circumcised, ate food offered to idols, and were not 

part o f the Abrahamic, Mosaic tradition, or lineage. The great commission implored them 

to go “Make disciples o f all nations, baptizing them in the name o f the Father, and o f the 

Son, and of the Holy Spirit.”56 Nevertheless, even after the arrival o f the Holy Spirit, the

56 Matt 28:19.
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disciples were hesitant to share the gospel outside o f their own ethnic group. The 

fledgling Christian faith was largely seen as an extension o f Judaism.

Peter, one o f the leaders o f the new movement, had a documented race problem. 

His issue was so severe, God addressed him in vision. His response to the vision would 

be pivotal to church growth and inclusivity. Luke presents the vision by sharing “About 

noon the following day as they were on their journey and approaching the city, Peter 

went up on the roof to pray. He became hungry and wanted something to eat, and while 

the meal was being prepared, he fell into a trance. He saw heaven opened and something 

like a large sheet being let down to earth by its four comers. It contained all kinds o f four 

footed animals as well as reptiles and birds. Then a voice told him, “Get up Peter. Kill 

and eat.”57

Peter is horrified. Confident and proud of his Jewish culture he has the audacity 

to inform God that he has never eaten any o f these unclean items. God tells him what He 

has pronounced clean, no one can call unclean. On the surface, this text refers to food and 

the demolishing o f the Levitical laws. Contrary to popular belief and Peter’s initial 

comprehension, this text refers to people.

Peter had no intention o f leading the church to an inclusive relationship with the 

gentiles. Doing so would go against his permeating view that they were ceremonially 

unclean. God makes it clear to him that with the new covenant all people have been 

adopted into the family. Peter confirms this interpretation by saying, “O f a truth I 

perceive that God is no respecter o f persons. But in every nation he that feareth him, and

57 Acts 10:9-13.
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worketh righteousness is accepted with him.”58 The church put culture to the side to be 

inclusive with their new brothers and sisters o f other races.

The second part o f the presentation dealt with eschatology. This presentation 

focused on the text “After this I beheld, and, lo, a great multitude, which no man could 

number, o f all nations, and kindreds, and people, and tongues, stood before the throne, 

and before the lamb, clothed with white robes, and palms in their hands.”59 The 

implications o f this text have already been covered in this project. I wanted people to see 

that heaven will include all races. What are the implications for present day Christianity?

I presented that this will not be a magical process. Hard, character-defining, work would 

have to take place before the return o f Jesus.

The main goal o f our final night was to show the struggle with racial inclusivity 

was not new. Some our biblical heroes had a hard time welcoming other races into their 

Christian cultural construct. I did not want my church to feel bad or evil for having 

feelings o f discomforts in dealing with the topic o f inclusivity. Another goal was to show 

the members o f Bethany Seventh-day Adventist Church that one day the evil o f racism 

will be solved. Sometimes this problem seems insurmountable. Our lifetimes have been 

marred by hatred and bigotry. Our churches still worship in segregated bliss. It was 

refreshing to me and the participants that night to see into the future prophetically and 

realize there will come a day where racial division will be over.

58 Acts 10:34-35.

59 Rev 7:9.
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Night Four and Five Results

Night Four and Five Combined Results

■ c. Makes me want to reflect this in , 
my church

■ d. Makes me angry

■ b. Reinforced my held beliefs

■ a. Taught me something new

We concluded with another very high night o f participants responding in question 

one that this presentation taught them something new. We remained steady with 

attendance, ending with forty-seven present. 78% responded by saying they learned 

something new. I am encouraged that we brought fresh perspectives on this topic. The 

only other notable result o f question one was no one answered it made them angry. Night 

one and our final night were the only nights where this was true. Notably, I observed 

there was still a small amount o f people who wanted to reflect this in their church. People 

are still afraid o f the work involved in racial inclusivity.

The second part o f the presentation about eschatology beat out the first part 

dealing with Peter’s response to his own bigotry. 81% respondents actually used the word 

eschatology. It makes me feel smart using that word as well. The teaching resonated 

because it was concrete biblical evidence that the days o f a racist society o f believers are
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over. The text will never be read the same. Literal celebration broke out in the room when 

teaching on this.

Once again, the word “how” kept popping up as a prominent keyword. This was 

true for questions three and four. 54% in some way used that word for question three and 

62% used that word in question four. For racial inclusivity to become a reality at the 

Bethany Seventh-day Adventist Church, the proverbial devil will be in the details.

In summary, we enjoyed a great seminar. The interest level was high and we 

achieved amazing dialogue. I discovered several obstacles to racial inclusivity. The 

people were open and honest in their written and verbal responses to the material 

presented. The responses nullified many o f my original concerns about transparency. The 

goal o f inclusivity still seems far away, but the seminar was an important first step. The 

study allowed me to remove the taboo nature o f the topic. I was encouraged by the 

process.



CHAPTER FIVE 

The Obstacles o f Racial Inclusivity 

The process o f identifying the obstacles o f racial inclusivity at the Bethany 

Seventh-day Adventist Church proved rewarding and eye-opening. Talking about race in 

this polarized climate reveals the full spectrum of emotions. The feedback, comments, 

and questions on this topic were not anything I could have prepared for. I had no idea so 

much pinned up emotion existed at my church. At times the research was painful. A large 

segment o f my church participated second-hand and experienced the seminar through 

someone who attended. They had no stomach for the discussion o f changing the racial 

composition o f our church. Inclusivity is not something that is around the comer for 

Bethany. This worthy pursuit o f what God desires o f our church will be difficult.

Through this research I have identified four obstacles to racial inclusivity. The 

premise o f fifty white people joining Bethany is next to impossible due to these four 

reasons. Before I list them it is important to debunk a prevailing myth about the nature o f 

our segregated churches. This problem did not begin and it will not end by the power o f 

our will. Black people wanted to be part o f the whole o f the Christian worship and church 

experience. Unfortunately, their will was no match for racism, Jim Crow, and 

institutional segregation. No matter how much we want to execute a biblical vision of 

inclusivity today, our collective willpower will fail. It took divine intervention to move 

the first century church to accept the gentile.

66
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This brings me to the first obstacle o f racial inclusivity. The sin o f racism is the 

most obvious obstacle I keep discovering in my research with the church. Soong Chan- 

Rah speaks o f racism saying, “A way to define racism from a biblical-theological 

framework is the establishment o f human standards that replace the standards o f  God. 

Racism, therefore, could be seen as the product o f prejudice and power.”60 These human 

standards fight against God’s will for humankind. I established that the bible pushes 

humanity to a return to oneness. Humanity will not return to unity as long as human ideas 

are embraced more than God’s ideas. My research shows that a majority o f  my surveyed 

respondents feel heaven will not be segregated. Nevertheless they strongly feel that 

racism will always be a challenge on Earth.61 We have manufactured a Christian 

construct where we can pick and choose what we accept o f God and what we reject. 

Consequently, the worship hour has become the most segregated hour. Racism and the 

condition of the human heart are the first obstacles to racial inclusivity.

The second obstacle is rooted in community demographics. In the history portion 

o f this project I spoke of the white flight phenomenon when the community changed 

racially near a church. If a white church experienced a change in the racial composition 

o f the community, it would relocate to an area that better reflected the race o f church 

membership. If that place could not be found the white church would flee to rural areas. 

“White flight is a term that originated in the United States, starting in the mid-20th 

century, and applied to the large-scale migration o f people o f various European ancestries

60 Soong-Chan Rah, Many Colors: Cultural Intelligence fo r  a Changing Church
(Chicago: Moody Publishers, 2010), 118.

61 p. 50, p.55
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from racially mixed urban regions to more racially homogeneous suburban or exurban 

regions.”62 Inclusivity in a church is next to impossible if  the invited group does not 

embrace the community the church is in.

There is no prevalent black flight phenomenon. Black people over the years have 

achieved more socio-economic success that has allowed them to move into the middle 

class and into suburban neighborhoods. Nevertheless many black churches remain in 

impoverished areas. Those who have experienced success parachute in on the weekends. 

Most o f the Bethany Seventh-day Adventist Church’s work is to the poor and 

disenfranchised people o f  a predominantly black community. Rah also says: “We need to 

hear stories from other communities in order to gain a fuller understanding o f how the 

gospel o f Christ is a work throughout the whole range o f cultures and ethnicities.”63 

There is no understanding o f communities because black and white churches mostly 

worship in communities that they understand but most detrimentally looks exclusively 

like them. Alan Roxburgh says: “The argument I am making is that we have shaped the 

gospel in our churches around a whole set o f cultural assumptions that we don’t even 

recognize anymore—we need to have our worlds turned upside down before we’ll 

become any good again as God’s witnessing communities.”64 My research showed that 

the members o f Bethany feel the white Adventist church has a superiority complex

62 “White Flight,” online: https://en.wikipedia.org/wikiAVhite_flight (accessed 
January 20, 2017).

63 Rah, Many Colors, 44.

64 Alan J. Roxburgh, Missional: Joining God in the Neighborhood (Grand Rapids: 
Baker Books, 2011), 90.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wikiAVhite_flight
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towards the black church and community.65 A change in the demographics o f our church 

could have be a negative effect on the community. The demographics o f our church 

communities are an obstacle to racial inclusivity.

The third obstacle is the incredible pain o f the past. Contrary to popular belief, 

slavery still hurts for black people. I cannot watch documentaries on the topic because o f 

the hurt that wells up on the inside. We have people at the Bethany Seventh-day 

Adventist Church who have been bitten by police dogs, sprayed by fire hoses, beaten at 

lunch counters, and turned away from establishments. That hurt does not go away. It has 

shaped black culture. It formed institutions o f refuge and one o f those institutions is the 

black church. This pain makes our people shy about being hurt again.

Emotional intelligence allows a church community to see what external factors 

shape their internal and external behavior. Roy Oswald and Arland Jacobsen give insight 

on emotional intelligence by saying “Our challenge is to mainly expect positive things to 

happen to us while at the same time remaining grounded in the realities o f some 

setbacks.”66 After all the trauma black people have seen in America, we are generally 

pessimistic. We expect negative.

Eschatology and the theology of the hereafter shape the African American church 

experience. Themes o f the second coming and a better day are a constant because the 

prevailing belief is this world has failed us. The setbacks experienced by the black church 

have killed optimism and produced a callousness toward being hurt by the white

65 p. 60
66 Arland Jacobson, Roy M. Oswald, The Emotional Intelligence O f Jesus: Relational 

Smarts fo r  Religious Leaders (London: Roman and Littlefield, 2015), 58.
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establishment. Many o f our seniors expressed to me “We are doing just fine, pastor.” The 

historical black church means and meant so much, to so many, that there exists no desire 

to change its fundamental composition. My research shows that Bethany is keenly away 

o f the pain o f the past. Themes of hurt and wariness of the oppressive white culture arose 

consistently.67 The pain o f the past is an obstacle to racial inclusivity.

Finally, the fourth obstacle lies in a question. Even when white Christians and 

black Christians agree that inclusivity is a biblical mandate, the question remains, which 

party extends the olive branch first? In mainline racially homogeneous churches there is 

little desire or motivation to integrate the church. The culture is so strong and 

comfortable that it makes no sense to mess up a good thing. The mindset o f the Bethany 

Seventh-day Adventist Church is “the white church put us here.” That mindset was 

solidified after my presentation on church history. Inclusivity is the burden o f the 

offender.

I genuinely believe that many white churches feel two things. First o f all they 

believe that black churches chose this. They made the choice based on worship style and 

cultural differences. Blacks thought white churches were boring and desired something of 

their own. In dealing with white classmates and colleagues I have found a genuine 

ignorance on how the Christian church in the south became segregated.

Secondly they want no part o f racial talk. They feel blacks overstate the impact of 

the past and the United States has more than made up for any oppression. Present day 

whites are not responsible for what happened years ago. If black churches want to be 

black churches then so be it. Why should they apologize or make amends for something

67 p.50, 55
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they had no hand in? All o f this is speculation and conjecture, but based on anecdotal 

evidence these theories ring true.

Pastors could easily bridge the gap by talking colleague to colleague. But ministry 

can be exhausting and consumer-driven. Larry McSwain says: “I believe this is one 

reason many pastors are fatigued. They are expending their lives, running about in such 

busyness, attempting to service the needs o f essentially selfish, self-centered consumers, 

without critique or limit o f those needs.”68 We tend to look out for the needs o f our own 

congregations. There is a myopic nature to ministry. Larry McSwain again says: “When 

pride replaces humility in leading the church, manipulation, self-centeredness, 

narcissism, exploitation o f feeling, and domination define the leaders’ qualities.”69 It 

takes a humble disposition for the pastor to present the topic o f reconciliation or 

inclusivity, even to another pastor. Self-interest and risk analysis all come into play.

Our country is so racially divided that another impediment is the real fear o f 

rejection. I found in the research that many at Bethany Seventh-day Adventist Church 

feel if  we proceed with an agenda o f inclusivity we will be rebuffed more than we would 

be embraced. All day racial and political vitriol is spewed through media platforms. Basic 

civil rights are still denied to people o f color. Race plays a huge role in politics in and out 

of the church. Why bother going to the other side when all it will lead to the mess that our 

country is in?

68 McSwain, Larry L., The Calling o f  Congregational Leadership (St. Louis: Chalice 
Press, 2013), 139.

69 Ibid., 46.
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This reluctance was mirrored in the first century church and the struggle with 

gentiles. Many o f the followers o f Christ retreated to the familiarity o f Jerusalem rather 

than go to all nations. Paul was sent not merely due to his evangelistic abilities, but sadly 

because many were not willing to go outside their comfort zones. Cultural battle lines are 

hard to cross. The black church is waiting for an apology from the white church. The 

white church is waiting for the black church to show interest. Sadly, they both will be 

waiting until Jesus comes. For inclusivity to happen someone has to be willing to make 

the first step. My research showed that it will require a reliqueshing o f self in order to 

reach out to the white community.70 Another obstacle to racial inclusivity at the Bethany 

Seventh-day Adventist Church is the members are not willing to make the first gesture to 

the white community. A gesture o f reconciliation must first come from white 

Christianity.

Observations o f the Study 

This study brought out a strong sense o f helplessness in me and some o f the 

participants. Though I decreased the scope o f the topic and tried to make it as small as 

possible, the issue is monumentally huge. The members o f Bethany Seventh-day 

Adventist Church want to do something about the growing racial divide in our country 

and the lack of diversity in our churches. After explaining their desire for change, an 

exasperated look comes over their faces upon the realization that their efforts may be 

inconsequential. There are three things I observed in addition to this throughout the 

course o f this study.

70 p.56
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First o f all there was no argument from the participants once the biblical mandate 

for racial inclusivity was taught. Denominations that have a reverence for the bible can be 

convinced successfully on biblical principles. The Seventh-day Adventist church has a 

strong adherence to the Bible. In the churches across the globe it is considered the 

unadulterated Word o f God.

Present throughout the study were participants who have strong biases against 

white people. Others had no biases, but were reluctant to entertain the idea o f changing 

the racial makeup o f a black church. Still others participated who firmly believe our 

church exists and was ordained by God to specifically minister to the black community. 

Nevertheless, once I presented the biblical mandate for inclusivity, all o f the objections 

went away. The bible proved powerful in showing that the racial issue for our time was 

nothing new. Participants were intrigued to see Peter recast from a courageous disciple to 

a church leader who was a bigot. Peter’s eventual conversion on this issue resonated with 

the audience. This was just one example o f how the Bible truly changed hearts and 

inspired action on inclusivity.

I anticipated push back or, even worse, apathy on my seminar topics. My church 

has a strong desire to do what is right. The foundation o f the seminar had to be the bible 

because any other argument would have lacked the spiritual authority. The arguments 

against inclusivity were all based in legitimate culture concerns and painful, raw emotion.

I observed a softening when biblical appeals were made to include our other cultures into 

our church community’s way o f life. Willard Swartley gives insight on how culture 

affects the reading o f the bible by saying “The purpose here is not to call one position
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correct and the others wrong but to underscore.. .both one’s socio economic perspective 

and one’s religious tradition play powerful roles in determining how one reads the 

Bible.”71 The religious tradition o f Bethany made biblical application a powerful tool 

The softening was not merely a result o f academic reasoning and logical 

application. Though this was a research project for a degree, the Holy Spirit was present 

to move on the minds o f participants. The shift in apprehension to acceptance could not 

be accomplished without divine intervention. I witnessed a dramatic change in the 

mindset o f many. By the time the series was over, the question o f the majority o f the 

participants was “what’s next?” The pursuit o f inclusivity is o f God. God gave Peter a 

life-changing vision just to get him aligned with God’s vision for the new church 

community. The Lord did the same for us. No one questioned or poked holes in the thesis 

that God wants racial inclusivity at the Bethany Seventh-day Adventist Church.

Despite the excitement in seeing my members accept the biblical mandate o f 

inclusivity, my second observation brought me back to earth. After the seminar I 

observed there is absolutely no will to actively pursue racial inclusivity at the Bethany 

Seventh-day Adventist Church or in our community.

So I am not sounding contradictory with my first observation, let me clarify. My 

church accepts that they should pursue inclusivity. They have inquired how we do it. 

Unfortunately that is where it ends. I am pleased with a change in mindset; I was 

discouraged by the lack o f lay initiative to see the process through.

7'William M. Swartley, Slavery, Sabbath, War, Women: Case Issues in Biblical 
Interpretation (Scottdale: Herald Press, 1983), Kindle ed.: loc. 2855.
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This observation leads to a frank conclusion. I fear in order for my church to 

pursue reconciliation and inclusivity with the white church, it will have to be clergy- 

driven. If I do not organize and mobilize our people, we will remain in our comfort 

zones. Our church has had very successful lay-driven initiatives in the past. This project 

will not be one. I was shocked to find out that my presentation was filed away as a good 

idea and great information. It seems improbable that our church will change to desire a 

white presence absent o f my efforts.

I was relocated not long after the completion o f this project. The Seventh-day 

Adventist church rotates the pastors on a three-to-five year schedule. Some pastors are 

not moved to another church, but elected into administrative positions. I was elected to be 

the youth and young adult ministry director for the conference. In the months following 

my farewell and relocation there has not been one inquiry on how to follow up on the 

“Heaven will not be Segregated” seminar. I was told by one o f the leaders o f the church 

that some are glad that I was gone so they can continue to be a black church.

I had a chance to speak with white colleagues within my denomination about race 

relations. They confirmed what I was feeling at the church. After asking not to be named 

in the project, they shared that the desire for removing the obstacles o f inclusivity is only 

coming from young, seminary-educated, white pastors in urban areas. One o f them 

actually said this is a clergy created “problem.” The southern white members in the 

Seventh-day Adventist church have their haven from the world, and it is their church. No 

one is trying to move from the norm o f racially homogenous churches. It is just too 

comfortable.
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Christan Scharen speaks o f studying a group o f people from their perspective. He

says:

First then, in this situation, I needed to break with common sense experience. 
Through my observation, what I could see was a limited and ultimately not very 
helpful set o f factors with which to try to understand the congregation. Second, I 
needed to construct my view o f the congregation systematically, using research 
tools to gain deeper access to their circumstances. As I had at other congregations, 
I began to interview people to begin to see with their eyes and worship with them 
to begin to feel as they feel in their bodies, thus gaining fuller insight into the 
particularities o f their life together.72

When I sit in the seat o f one o f my members, I get the fuller insight o f their point o f view.

It becomes clear that without my input and influence my church is just not interested in

removing the obstacles o f racial inclusivity.

A final observation is how comfortable members o f the Bethany Seventh-day

Adventist Church have become with living with a racially divided world. In speaking

with participants o f the focus group I conducted after the final night, I took an impromptu

survey. No one in the group interacted with white people on a non-work basis. No one

had white people in their family. No one would encourage their children or grandchildren

to enter interracial relationships. My church members live comfortably in a world without

white people. This existence has no malice or any ill will toward white people. Mistrust

and the lack o f the benefit o f the doubt do exist. A genuine fear that the system is rigged

against us is articulated regularly among my members.

Generally black people have created institutions that allow us to walk in

commerce and employment circles with all races and retreat to structures that understand

72 Christian Scharen, Fieldwork in Theology: Exploring the Social Context o f  God's 
Work in the World (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2015), Kindle ed., loc. 497.
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us and are non-threatening. The historical black church is an example o f such a structure.

I do not believe black people are unique in this practice. All cultures have places to 

retreat to where they can be themselves culturally.

It is no wonder my church is not passionate about racial inclusivity because there 

is no inclusivity in their personal lives. Why incorporate white people in the church when 

they are not incorporated in my home or family gatherings? Why incorporate white 

people in the church when this is the one place we can get away from perceived 

injustices?

I have to be sensitive to this. I am young, idealistic, and optimistic for a better 

world o f race relations. My assertiveness to push this too fast can also cause great 

damage to a previously healthy church. Roy Oswald and Arlen Jacobsen state 

“Assertiveness needs to be combined with the skill o f empathy, which keeps us in touch 

with how stating our needs and wants will affect others. Empathy also puts us in touch 

with how we will need to state things in order to be heard by another.”731 took a great 

risk in even sharing this desire with my church and it did not begin well. Even armed 

with the biblical mandate, I have to have empathy for my members’ current reality in 

regards to race relations. Removing the obstacles to inclusivity requires patience. Moving 

too fast on this issue, even if I am doing the right thing, can push people farther than they 

are ready to go. One caveat is if  leaders do not push at all, movement on race relations 

will never take place.

Shortcoming o f the Study

73 Jacobson and Oswald, Emotional Intelligence o f  Jesus, 53.
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The proposed focus group for this study failed in several ways. First o f all it took 

over an hour to calm concerns about privacy and anonymity. No one wanted to be on tape 

sharing their true feelings about white people and race. Employment and church status 

fears dominated that hour. Once we began the session, it became obvious that everyone 

was giving sanitized answers. The data I was collecting would have been worthless to the 

study. The answers were not only sanitized but uniform. This researcher eventually 

collected interesting information, but it was only included as anecdotal evidence in this 

project.

Where Do We Go from Here?

The research and work done here is transferable to any church. The work is 

primarily suited for a traditional, historical African American church. Its evident value 

exists in doing this research at white churches. Obstacles to racial inclusivity are not just 

a black church problem. Inclusivity will not be perceived as a problem at many churches. 

You do not see many churches in 2016 actively bar or prevent racial groups from 

attending. What exists in our church society are subtle signs o f discrimination, culturally- 

biased liturgy, racial groups excluded from leadership, and unwillingness to share the 

love o f Jesus with certain communities.

To move a church toward being open to racial inclusivity, a number o f steps must 

take place to facilitate the process. These steps have been recommended to the new 

leadership at the Bethany Seventh-day Adventist Church in order to keep this necessary 

goal as a priority. The first step is a church must agree and be guided by the idea that 

there is a biblical mandate for racial inclusivity in a Christian church. Christ wants the
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church to be one. Since heaven will not be segregated, the work o f unity and 

reconciliation begins on earth. Racism and division are a sin issue that must be 

confronted with the power of God.

Without a biblical mandate, this topic can be diluted by politics and humanistic 

debate. Powers exist in the black and white community that profit from keeping the races 

apart. Political parties do not want to see racial unity because it affects voter blocks. Red 

and blue constituency bases are all grounded in race. The bible gives a church the ability 

to rise above human debate and appeal to divine authority.

In addition, appealing to the biblical mandate forces people to step out o f their 

human comfort zones and step in to a higher calling. The bible contains several examples 

o f anecdotes calling for a higher level o f living and existence. Settling on the 

understanding that the bible backs the establishment o f a racially inclusive church gives 

gravitas and power to those slow to acceptance.

The second step is to exhaust all local church conversation. This is a topic where 

everyone needs to have their say. Change no liturgy, adjust no signage, create no new 

slogans or mission statements until the entire church has been exposed to the biblical 

mandate and talked about it extensively. I have recommended that Bethany Seventh-day 

Adventist Church have monthly town halls and focus groups that are expanded beyond a 

select group. Race is a subject that cannot be exhausted, but it can be ignored.

Rape, divorce, homosexuality, debt, child abuse, and broken homes are topics the 

church should spend considerable time on. Race relations should be at the top o f that list. 

Far too long has the Christian church put its head in the sand on these relevant issues of
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the day while gleefully singing hymns. Pain is sometimes hidden in church. My project 

began with a conversation starting question; “What would happen if  fifty white people 

joined our church?” No one had ever really thought o f the answer.

Now that the proverbial Pandora’s Box has been opened, my church must exhaust 

the topic in structured meetings and forums. Give the people a chance to express hopes, 

fears, anxieties, and dreams. A church is a collective body o f people that come from a 

myriad o f background and experiences. The worse thing that could have happened at 

Bethany would have been I, the pastor, making a proclamation of what we were going to 

do without allowing feedback, pushback, and talkback. After setting the biblical mandate, 

exhausting conversation is a healthy next step.

Third, the discussion needs to be taken outside o f the walls o f the church. The 

community should not be ignored because the church is part o f the community. If the 

church has a good relationship with the community, the relationship can change based on 

the new racial composition o f the community. Neighborhoods are sacred places as well. 

Churches must be cognizant that a change in philosophy has an effect on the people in the 

neighborhood.

I recommended to Bethany that they should have quarterly community forums on 

race relations. Due to the rise in police brutality and divisive politics our communities are 

riper than ever to be engaged on the topic o f race. Bethany Seventh-day Adventist 

Church has been serving Macon for over 100 years. That service has been almost 

exclusively to poor, black communities. The format o f these discussions should be no 

different than what is done in the church. It is reasonable to anticipate a more animated
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response. The feedback will be intense in the community around Bethany because these 

neighborhoods feel forgotten by white people.

Another myth Bethany, or any church, may have to battle with the community 

about in reference to racial inclusivity is the belief that Christianity is a “white man’s 

religion.” This belief is popular in the community around Bethany. Members o f the 

community who believe this still take the church’s assistance, but they will never join due 

to this myth. Consequently some in the community will cast any racial inclusivity talk as 

re-colonialization, going back to the master, or a form of self-inflicted gentrification.

Raw feelings and skepticism about white inclusion permeate many black, poor 

communities. Any presenter must be prepared for the backlash against the Christian faith 

and ready to deal with fiery human emotion. Despite this warning, community 

conversation on this topic is not just necessary, but will prove valuable.

Included in the conversation with the community is also a conversation with a 

racially different church. Bethany should engage a white church. The recommendation 

would be to have the first discussion with a church in the same denomination. The pastors 

should meet first to discuss personal feelings and the climate o f each church. The pastors 

also should have already done the preliminary seminar with their own churches. Dates are 

set, guidelines are agreed to, and the churches make preparations to meet together. Great 

care should be taken to have level-headed, pleasant individuals from both churches to 

moderate the discussion. It only takes a spark in meeting like this to light the fire o f race 

resentment.
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The fourth step is to ensure your church is prepared to be aesthetically and 

intentionally welcoming to all races. Wisdom has taught me that it is not difficult to 

offend someone in church. When everyone in your church looks and talks like you, it 

slips your mind that others may talk and perceive things differently.

Recently, I made the intentional step o f using less colloquial terms and stories in 

my sermons. These phrases and anecdotes were a hit with people who grew up like me. 

They made me relevant to people who were poor and grew up in challenging situations. I 

try my best to pay attention to the audience I am preaching to. I began to realize I was not 

connecting with segment o f my church that did not have those experiences. The message 

was going right over their heads.

Our churches cannot speak over the heads o f racially diverse parishioners and 

visitors. Sweeping generalizations on race, heavily politicized statements, and ignorance 

to racially offensive terminology can turn people away from your church. The majority 

race in a church has to exude welcoming language to other cultures. Review church 

services and be selective o f who is speaking to the congregation. Flair and humor have 

their place, but the wrong word can alienate an entire race.

Words are not the only thing to take inventory of. Signage, posters, and bulletin 

boards should reflect that your church is church for everyone. The church bulletin and 

iconography should portray diversity. Racial inclusivity can be cultivated through subtle 

gestures that make a lasting impact. I will never forget I visited a very large white church. 

The church was about 99% white with one Asian family. Nevertheless the angels on the 

stained glass represented all cultures. I was so happy to see a black angel. That small,
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thoughtful gesture made a significant impact on my willingness to return to that church. 

An obstacle to racial inclusivity is removed when a church is intentional about cultivating 

a welcoming environment in verbal and non-verbal communication.

Benefits o f the Study 

This study presents three benefits to my local context and the Christian church. 

First, the study reveals the subject o f segregated churches is full o f nuance and 

complexity. Some may feel the answer to our divided churches is as simple as you come 

to my church and I will come to yours. The study shows there are real obstacles, 

particularly on the side o f the historically African American church, to true inclusivity. 

This study shows the meticulous care that must go into following the biblical model. Real 

work is ahead for any church that seeks diversity. Patience must be practiced to get to the 

bottom of why a church is segregated.

Secondly, this study takes the discussion of race out o f the shadows and into 

public forum. The study reveals how bible figures struggled with race. It shows how our 

very own political system has roots in racism. Parishioners and pastors mostly avoid the 

topic, but the issue is becoming too obvious to ignore.

As powerful as Christianity is in the south, racism diminishes the witness. 

Everyone sees the scar o f this great evil and it prevents some from joining the movement. 

The study gives a blueprint on how a church can begin the important work of just talking 

about race. The discussion is the first vital step to reevaluating race relations.

Finally, this study is beneficial because it elevates the topic o f race to the spiritual 

domain. The United States o f America was built by people who were labeled and treated
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as less than human. The story o f this nation cannot be written without recounting the 

atrocities enacted upon the people o f African descent. How then can we sit in our 

amazing congregations week after week and pretend there is no problem with race 

relations in our churches? How can we willingly remain unintentionally segregated? Our 

devotion to Christ demands this issue is addressed. It is no longer to be addressed as a 

social ill or a byproduct o f capitalism. The people o f God must address the obstacles to 

racial inclusivity as something that God cares about. May God’s power attend all who 

have the courage to do so.
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APPENDIX A

Informed Consent

m
McA fee
S c h o o l  o f  T h e o l o g y

M e r c e r
U n i v e r s i t y

A t l a n t a , G e o r g i a

Informed Consent 
The Obstacles o f Racial Inclusivity

You are being asked to participate in a research study. Before you give your consent to 
volunteer, it is important that you read the following information and ask as many 
questions as necessary to be sure you understand what will be asked of you.

Investigator
The investigator for this research study is Donovan Antonio Washington, M. Div. 
Donovan Washington is the Pastor o f Bethany Seventh-day Adventist church in Macon, 
GA and a student in the Doctor o f Ministry program at the James & Carolyn McAfee 
School o f Theology at Mercer University under the direction o f Dr. Robert N. Nash, Jr. 
Pastor Washington can be reached at 478-227-4985 or pastordawashington@gmail.com.

Purpose o f the Research
The purpose o f this study is to explore the obstacles that may arise from attempting to 
include white people into the life o f a historically black church.

Procedures
If you participate in this study, you will be asked to attend a one month seminar that will 
have sixteen sessions. You will be asked to participate in two focus groups held during 
the first and last sessions. You will complete a survey after each night. You may be asked 
to participate in focus groups to give more insight into the topics. To maintain 
confidentiality, your name will not be used. You will be represented by a symbol or alias 
on only I will have knowledge o f the real info.
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Potential Risks or Discomforts
There are no foreseeable risks associated with the study.

Potential Benefits o f the Research
The benefits o f this study are to open our church up to the blessing o f racial unity. 

Participation and Withdrawal
Your participation in this research study is voluntary. You may refuse to participate at 
any time. If you choose to withdraw, none o f the information you share will be included 
in the study and all written materials you provide will be returned to you immediately.

Questions about the Research
If you have any questions about the research, please contact Donovan Washington at 478- 
227-4985. You may also contact Dr. Robert N. Nash, Jr. at the James and Carolyn 
McAfee School o f Theology, 678-547-6478.

Reasons for Exclusion from this Study
This project has been approved only for volunteers 18 years o f age or older.
This project has been reviewed and approved by Mercer University’s IRB. If you believe 
there is any infringement upon your rights as a research subject, you may contact the IRB 
Chair at (478) 301-4101.

You have been given the opportunity to ask questions and these have been answered to 
your satisfaction. Your signature below indicates your voluntary agreement to participate 
in this research study.

Signature o f Research Participant Date

Participant Name (Please Print) Date

Signature o f Person Obtaining Consent Date



APPENDIX B

Series Summary

“Heaven will not be segregated”
A teaching series on racial inclusivity

Week 1
Theology o f One (biblical themes on oneness in Christ)
We will spend the teaching hour on the mystery o f the Godhead. John’s gospel spends 
considerable time on how Jesus viewed “oneness.” We will discover the implications for 
the body o f Christ.

Week 2
Theology o f one part 2 (biblical themes on oneness in Christ)
We will step out o f John to learn in the Old and New Testament o f the role o f the 
Messiah. We will also explore other gospels for themes o f inclusivity.

Week 3
Old Testament and race (How God’s chosen community dealt with race and identity)
We will study the “children o f Israel” and their special standing with God. We will see 
how they evolved over time up until the appearance o f the Messiah. How did Jesus 
challenge their views on identity and inclusivity?

Week 4
New Testament and race (How the new Christian community handled inclusiveness)
We will study how Peter, Paul, and the church early church handled new converts and 
Jewish holdouts. What were the key moments that challenged the church or brought the 
church together?

Week 5
Race and eschatology (The color o f God’s last day people)
We will study Revelation to see if  inclusivity is prophesied by John. Will God’s people 
be one in the end o f time? What will be the racial implications o f Heaven?

*Each session will have a live question and answer period.
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APPENDIX C

Series Feedback Questions

HEAVEN WILL NOT BE SEGREGATED 
FEEDBACK FORM 

(PLEASE NO NAMES)

The presentation: (select all that apply)

a. Taught me something new
b. Reinforced my held beliefs
c. Makes me want to reflect this in my church
d. Makes me disagree.
e. Questions, (please ask)______________________________________

Please share what you feel is the most important point o f the presentation?

Please share what you feel is the most difficult point of the presentation to achieve in 
2016?

Please share some of the obstacles in applying today’s teaching in your church? 

What has been your experience with what was presented today?
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APPENDIX D 

Focus Group Questions

Tell me your history with Bethany SDA church?

Tell me the racial makeup of your circle o f friends?

How are race relations in America today?

How do you feel about historically black churches?

Is it wrong to have an all-black or all white church?

If a large number o f white people joined our church what would be your feelings? 

Do you think God wants racially inclusive churches?

What will be the biggest obstacle to our church becoming more inclusive?
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APPENDIX E 

Nights One and Two Word Charts 

35 Participants

100

Question
Question3

Question 4

Question 2: #1 “Heaven”, #2 Jesus”, #3 “Dying’ 

Question 3: #1 “How”, #2 “Earth”, #3” One” 

Question 4: #1 “Hurt”, #2 “Healing”, #3 “Fear”

46 Participants

100

Question 2
Question3

Question 4

■ #3 Word

■ #2 Word

■ #1 Word2

■ #3 Word

■ #2 Word

■ #1 Word
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Question 2: #1 “Racism”, #2 “Divide”, #3 “S elf’ 

Question 3: #1 “Let go”, #2 “Soon”, #3” Jesus” 

Question 4: #1 “Put Aside”, #2 “Give”, #3 “S elf’
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Night Three and Nights Four and Five Word Charts 

44 Participants

Ui
Question 2 ~ ’ /

Question3 —/Question3
Question 4

Question 2: #1 “Racial”, #2 Bible”, #3 “People”

Question 3: #1 “Pride”, #2 “Ego”, #3”Inclusive”

Question 4: #1 “Superiority”, #2 “White”, #3 “Adventist”

47 Participants

Question 2
Question3

Question 4

■ #3 Word

■ #2 Word

■ #1 Word2

■ #3 Word

■ #2 Word

■ #1 Word
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Question 2: #1 “Eschatology”, #2 “Last”, #3 “Peter” 

Question 3: #1 “How”, #2 “Heaven”, #3” Coming” 

Question 4: #1 “How”, #2 “Vision”, #3 “Give”


